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Patchy” Saville Comes Back Neither Is Communism a Rus Former Rockland Man Not
Heard From Since In Ac
sian Movement, Said the
To Town and Gives the
tion Over Germany,
Speaker At the Baptist
Boys a Fine Talk
Feb. TO
Church
.Lieut. Col. Richard F. Saville ol

the Veterans Personnel Division of
“Ru.se.ia is not Godless,” Dr I
the Selective Service System, was V Neprash, founder and director of
speaker at Kiwanis Club meeting the Russian Missionary Service
1 stated emphatically at the monthly
Monlay night. Col. Saville, former
Bible conference held at the First
Rockland resident, thoroughly con ! Baptist Church Tuesday night.
versant with provision for re-em
Dr. Neprash, who spoke from the
ployment of men and women re l same pulpit two years ago said that
turning from military service, dis there is more freedom with respect
cussed the matter and condoled an to religious matters in Russian than
existed in 1942. He said that a
open tforum following his address.
Employers are to re-employ per mother could now speak about re
son returning from service m the ligion to her children after being
same position they had when they barred by law for several years from
left, provided they are mentally and giving any home instruction along
physically able to perform tlieir religious lines.
“Communism is not a Russian
work and provided they make apmovement,
” the speaker stated, but
plication within 40 days. Of the
he
did
not
say as tc how it did get
number already discharged from
service. Saville said that 87 percent its start in that vast country. “Be
had been found eligible for re-em fore the war Russia had a popula
ployment. Fifty-one percent of the tion ctf 193,000.000 and of that num
number returning have applied for ber only 3,000 000 were Communists,’’
jobs other than the ones they held Dr Neprash informed his hearers.
He told interesting stories of the
when entering service, and 47 per
religious
services held in Russian
cent of that number desired train
prison
camps
outside of Russia. A
ing in other branches of industry.
The speaker, introduced by H. La friend of the speaker, after some
ton Jackson, said that there were difficulty, obtained permission from
622 men in the personnel division German officials to conduct a re
of the State standing ready to as ligious service in one ctf the camps.
sist those returning to private em One thousand Russians were as
sembled and when the speaker an
ployment.
Harry Hunt of Brewer was a vls- nounced that all who did not wish to
' iting Kiwanian and guests of mem hear about religious matter, might
bers were, Fred C. Black. John leave, cnly 15 departed.
The speaker was introduced by
Beaton, Carl Q. Nelson and Ray
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald; Osmond
Grant, all of Rockland.
A. Palmer led the song service, with
1
Miiss
Charlotte Cock at the organ
John R. Ham is a patient ait Knox
i and Mrs. Nellie A. Magune at the
Hospital.
piano. Rev. Lloyd Workman, min
ister of the First Baptist Church in
Jefferson, offered prayer.

ELKS CLUB
ST. PATRICK’S

Dancing Party
LADIES’ NIGHT

Friday, March 17
Elks and Guests
Admission 50c plus tax
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Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L Nelson of
Presque Isle have received a tele
gram from the War department
stating that their son, S.-Sgt Rus
sell E. Nelson, is missing in action
over Germany since Feb. 13.
iS-Sgt. Nelson is next to the
youngest in the family of nine
boys and' three girls, and reached
his 20th birthday Dec. 14, just be
fore he left for Eingland. He grad
uated from Presque Isle High school
In 1941 and enlisted! in the Air
Corps in February. 1943.
His
training took him to many points
including Miami, Fla, Denver,
Colo., Euphrata, Wash., Salt Lake
City, Utah, and Rapid' City, S. D.
He received his Wings and his
aerial gunner rating while at Low
ry Field, Colo.
Another son, Arnold Nelson is
stationed) at Fort Knox, Ky.
Russell and; Arnold Nelson are
well known in Rockland, and were
inducted under the Rockland1 board
Russell worked1 here several years
before his enlistment.

Girl Scouts Budget
The Executive Committee of the
Girl Scouts Council have set up the
following Budget for the current
year to take care of preliminary ex
penditures at The Council gets un
derway on a community program
of advancement otf Girl Scouting in
Rcckland and vicinity.
Charter Fee,
$1000
Registration fees for scouts

and leaders,
i9 60
Secretarial Expenses.
10 00
Contingent Fund,
lOO.OO
Training Course for Lead
ers,
lo.oo
ROCKPORT BAPTISTS
Trcop Flags,
35.75
Morning service at 11 o’clock.
Total,
$190.35
Continuing the series "Covenant
-This budget will be discussed and
ing With God ” Topic, “The World voted upon at the next Council
i Wide Vision.” World Parish Day meeting.
will be observed. Jn the evening
i Dr. Ufford, a retired missionary
J from China will bring a message
: on Baptist Missions and a message
j from the Northern Baptist Conl vention.

DON’T FORGET!

MASQUERADE

BALL

K. OF P. HALL, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY, MARCH 17
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There’s something about St.
Patrick’s Day that lifts one’s
pulses and warms one’s heart,
Maybe it’s the green of the
Shamrock or the Tangy lore that
surrounds the day — Anyhoo!
we’re for it.

And we’re for—

NIGHT CLERK WANTED

Pipes, Cigarettes,
Tobaccos, Playing Cards,
Light Groceries

AT

THORNDIKE HOTEL

Anything—ask for it
We’ll have it!

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

Good Wages
Pleasant Conditions
Applicant Must Be Sober and Dependable!

OXTON’S
MAIN ST. AT PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
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•’ II WE NEED MORE AND MORE

HELP

ST. GEORGE
Town Votes To Buy War Bonds To
Amount of $5000— Selectman
Contests

There were -only two contests in
the annual town meeting at St.
George Mcnday, Harold Dowling de
feating Adelbert 3immcns for sec
ond selectman, 50 to 20; and How
ard Mcnaghan defeating A. Sim
mons, 60 to 10
Among those especially missed
from the sessions was the late
Granville N. Bachelder. who had
served the town as model ator for
many years. The veteran Charles
E. Wheeler was made presiding
officer Monday.

These town officials

were elected:
Moderator—Charles E. Wheeler.
Town Clerk—-Mrs. Mabel Rose.
Selectmen and Assessors—F. H.
Smalley. Harold (Dowling. Howard
Monaghan.
Treasurer and Tax Collector—
Joseph Simmons.
School Beard Member—Wilford
S. Robinson
Road Commissioner—Allisdn Mor
ris.
Fire Commissioners—.Henry Allen

Knox County Unit

The Black Cat

Eliza Steele’s Report Shows To Be Formed By Enlisted
How Busy Nursing As
Reserve Youths Of High
sociation Is
School Age
Miss Eliza J. Steele, R.N., visiting
nurse for the Rockland District
Nursing Association, reports that
1,054 visits were made during the
period from Dec. 1. 1943 to Feb. 29,
1944
There were class rcom inspections
of all children in the grade schools
each month and two well baby
clinics, with Dr. Freeman F. Brown
in attendance, were held, serving 38
children. Five of these children
were innouclated against diphtheria
at these clinics.
Seven social service cases were
investigated. The more than one
thousand visits made are classified
as fellows: 33 pre-natal patients;
one delivery attended; 40 tor post
partum cases; 44 to new-born; 342
acute and chronic patients; 18 so
cial hygiene cases; 20 tuberculosis
; patients; 56 other ccenmunicable
diseases; 13 crippled children serv
ice; 278 health supervision of in
fants; 207 health supervision ol
pre-school children; and two health
supervision of adults.

and Forest Wall.
The appropriations, totalling $2000
Point whenever this work can be
more than last year, weie:
School budget, $12,500; school done.
To pay 75 cents per hour for labor
/building insurance. $125; school
building repairs, $500; school bus on roads and fire department, $1.50
insurance, $100; support of poor. per hour for 1% yard trucks with
$2300; aid to dependent children. ■ driver and $1.75 per hour for two
$1500; board patients sanatarium, yard trucks with driver.
$300; board and care ctf children, | The town has $11,000 on hand.
$200; miscellaneous bills, $2000; of- j The balance, after purchase of war
fleers’ salaries, $3800; snow removal, bonds, will be used as a sinking
$500; roads and bridges, $1500, plus fund.
excise tax.
SEARSMONT
To cover salary of Fire Chief and
Despite the rainy day, and the
storage of engine, $1000
fact that a number otf local men
Maintenance State aid roads, are away in military service or in
$972.90; winter maintenance, $434;
civilian defense, there wa® a fairly
soldiers’ flags, $10; street lights,
good attendance at the annual
$700; fire department, $100; cutting
town meeting at Dirigo Hall March
bushes, $700; health nurse, $162;
13. Following the reading of the
civilian defense, $200: doctor’s bonus
warrant by the Town Clerk, Rev.
$1000; doctor’s rent, $300; third class
Harold W Nutter was chosen
highway repair, $256; water holes,
Moderator. Mr. Nutter called on
for fire department, $1000; public
Rev. Mary IS. Gibson to offer
landing repairs, $300; advertising
prayer. The voters elected these
natural resources, $50.
officers for the ensuing year: Se
Important steps taken by the
lectmen, Assessors, and Overseers
voters were—
of the Poor, Wyman G. Drinkwa
To sell the town farm.
To have five lights installed, at ter, Ernest O. Sprowl, and J. Law
Clark Island and four on Marshall’s rence Robbins; Clerk, Alleine W.
Adams; Treasurer, Mrs. Harriet E.
Knight; Member of School Com
mittee, Hiram R. Davis; Collector,
Ira J. Packard; Road Commission
ers, (Frederick R. Cross, Frank B.
Jackson, and' Frank B. Fuller; Con
stables, Ira J. Packard and Russell
B. Knight; Fire Warden, Russell
B. Knight.
These appropriations were made:
Schools, $3525; Welfare, $930; Pay
Look at your floors—are they
ment of debt, $750; Fire Equipment,
old, worn and hard to keep clean?
$100; control of White Pine Blister
Rust, $200; Erection of Plaque in
Let us solve your problem with
honor of the local young men in
a—
Military Service, $150; Salaries of
TRINIDAD FLOOR
Officers and Collector’s Commis
Trinidad Floors Are
sion, $1060; Roads and Bridges,
$688050; Miscellaneous, $573.
Beautiful!
A bountiful wartime dinner was
and have lasting wear!
served) in the church vestry by the
Call and see the handsome
Woman’s Society, and this was well
patterns—or
patronized.
Phone 1494
As Budget Committee for the en
FREE ESTIMATES
suing year, the Selectmen appoint
TIME PAYMENTS
ed JMrs. Ora Bryant, IMrs. Harriet
Wooster, Mrs. Mattie McPhail,
Trinidad
Frederick Cross, Harold Cobb. Ev
erett Hook. Don Lucas, Elden Mad
Warehouse Store
docks. Albert Marriner, Kenneth
466 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Plaisted, George Sibley and Byron
22-23
Wood.

Major Henry S Beverage, execu- j
tive officer of the Maine Wing,
Civil Air Patrol, spoke before 40 pro
spective Army Air Force enlisted
reserve youths of High School age
and about 10 prospective senior
members of a Knox County Unittj
which will be formed under direc
tion of Richard P Bird, in Com
munity Building. Wednesday night.,
The Knox County Unit will con
sist of a basic unit of between 15
and 20 senior members who are in
terested in flying or some branch of
aviation following the war, and as
many as possible High School ‘
youths of 16 years of age or older
who will be eligible for induction
upon graduation.
,
Both sections will be given train
ing in military courtesy, drill, and
pre-flight subjects such as meteor
ology, navigation, communications
and other subjects which will aid
them when they are taken by the
Army.
The cadets will be uniformed and
may wear these uniforms any place
except while working at a job. They
probably will meet to take pre
scribed courses of study under com
petent instructors from among lo
cal people, or Army, or Navy, per
haps twice weekly, at a location to
be decided on in Rockland in the
near future.
Applications for both seniors and
cadets were given out at the meet
ing and may be obtained at High
Sfchool in the county or from Mr.
Bird.
Beverage pointed out to the
seniors that such training as they
will receive will be especially val
uable to them after the war, if they
want to fly, because the cost otf such
training under instructors in es
tablished flying schools will be quite
high, whereas It will be at no cost
except for textbooks in the C AJP.
In the near future Beverage said
he believed a fleet of perhaps four
CAP. radio equipped planes would
come to Rockland to give each ca
det a ride, and while the courses of
study include no actual flying ex
perience for the cadets, from time
to time planes wouldi be in Rock
land on inspection flights, and at
these times there was a possibility
of the cadets inspecting the planes.
There will be further meetings otf

BASKETBALL

TONIGHT
FRIDAY, MARCH 17

Rockland High Girls
VS.

Thomaston Alumnae
R. H. S. GYM
Game CaUed at 7.00 P. M.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS

(By The Roving Reporter)

Editor Webber of the Bath Times
says that some df the sidewalks
are commencing to make their ap
pearance after being buried under
several feet of snow most of the
Winter.
Rockland folks who
thought they had a comer on this

sort of thing will learn by a little
inquiry that the condition was
statewide. An abnormal quantity
of snow and a minimum of man
power were too much for any mu
nicipality.
Some years ago the natives and
newcomers in a small New Hamp
shire town became involved' in a
controversy over town improve
ments When town meeting day
arrived the newcomers found
themselves up against a stonewall
of opposition. The moderator, a
native, challenged everybody who
attempted to speak for the new
comers. One man who made the
attempt was asked:
"Native?”
"No."
“Resident?”
"Yes.” “How long ” “Seventeen
years."
’•Well, you set down and1 shut «p.
We don’t want any transients
talkin’ here.”

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Yay your incomi
taxts Ti&rf year
through regular
savings...and our

STORMS AND

THIS IS AN ESSENTIAL INDUSTRY

By Lieut. Edward Rowe Snow

Because of a state of ill healt
Mrs. Virginia Dunn, has tendere
her resignation as superintenden
of Knox Hospital. It will take el

Now on sale at Huston-Tuttle’s

feet April 1st, or as soon thereatte

as a successor can be chosen.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

A Must book which is having an amazing
public reception

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and Usten to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

will htlp a lot !

To learn motion picture machine

AN ODE TO ERIN

O Erin, I love Thee.
• Pair Isle of the sea:
In faraway countries
My thoughts turn to Thee.
O Erin, sweet Erin.

Thy tear and thy smile
Do charm tne to ponder
Thy glories awhile.
I dream of tpy future.

21-22

Thou gem in Earth's crown.

MUST BE DRAFT EXEMPT

naturally—

When in dread of thy greatness.
All tyrants fall down.
O free as the air.
And bright as the gun.
Thoull reign ln thy splendor
When empires are done.
—O. M. Peacock,

Apply—

MGR. STRAND THEATRE

with proved
safety

22-23
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin
emerged from World War No 1
with nary a casualty but today he
looks as though he had been In
World War No. 2. Slippery ice,
i and a fall, face first, are the
causes of his somewhat shattered
appearance.

Mrs. Dunn Resigns

operating

53 OCEAN ST.
TEL. 1271
ROCKLAND
Successors to Ramsdell Packing Co.

In one of his always interesting
memory sketches Iree Member re
fers to residents of The Meadows
as “Meadowites.” My own recol
lections tgll some years short of
Iree’s, but when I wa9 a boy they
were always referred to as "Medder
Hens," and I lived far enough in
the suburbs to be called one.

OF NEW ENGLAND

MAN WANTED

THE LAFAYETTE PACKING CO.

Unwilling that Town Clerk John
L. Tewksbury or any other non
resident should take from Rock
land! the credit of having; the first
woman candidate for Representa
tive to Legislature, Carl Moran In
forms me that Mrs. Lena K Sar
gent was a Democratic candidate in
Rocklandi back in 1928.

A “MUST” BOOK

tibtfoaJ. MftninQS

GOOD PAY

house is on fire!” “Why tell me,”
replied the poker addict; “I dont
belong to the Fire Department.”

It’s on again! People abbreviating
One otf the clerks at the Court
the short months, March and
House has received a new and dig
April, and spelling, out the long
nified title. Everybody will admit
months. I never cculd understand she Is a jewel.
their reasoning. But the month of
May will have ’em stumped.
Owl’s Head certainly lived up to
Its name Tuesday when Mrs. Ma
A Roekilanii man who died rion Springer’s cat “Timmie”
several years ago was widely known caught a baby owl, and bore It in
for his love of the national game triumph to her owner.
of poker. He was engaged in that
sport one night, and was in a
Former Representative Lloyd
fair way to grab off the “pot” with Crcckett of North Haven was in
a good hand. At this important the city yesterday with his port eye
juncture he was called to the draped ln mourning and court
phone. Said an excited voice on plaster. He was sawing wood the
the other end of the wire “Your other day when a stick flew di
rectly into his face, rebounding
the new unit as it forms and these (the wood) 40 feet. But it takes
will be announced by Richard Bird, more than that to knock out a
who will be executive officer of the candidate for the State SenatorKnox unit rated as a second lieu ship, he says
tenant.
Mrs. Clara Smith reports the first
crocus blossom of. the season. Just
around the comer is Spring.
—« AOne year ago; Among the deaths:
Rockland, Clarence G. Wyllie, 62;
I
Union, Benjamin P Hilt, 51.
SHIPWRECKS

New England’s Marine Disasters

WOMEN AND GIRLS

4

Made Many Visits

ISSUE

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 22.

A virile authentic history of

TO PRODUCE VITAL FOODSTUFF

PLEASANT WORK

Town Meetings

FOUR CENTS A COPY

FRIDAY

ROCKLAND, MB.
102-103

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FRUIT

BASKETS

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

and Beverages

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
103-22

NAUM & ADAMS
•
sent

f

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK
“Be still and know that I am
Ocd."—Psalm 47:10.

SR

ship. With the better knowledge of
these Jacts shown in this excellent
treatment, we may decrease crimes
and build for future good citizens.
Keep this fact in fnind: Thou
sands go in and out of jails each
year. Are they equipped with bet
ter vision of living when they get
out? If not, where is the fault? This
Ls a worthy subject for every citi
zen to give real thought and help if
possible to uplift those in need.
.
K S. F.

Jails, author, Louis N. Rcfoinson;
published by John C. Winston Co.,
Philadelphia. The sub-title of this
ryuch needed book is “Care and
Treatment
of
Misdemeanment
HOPE
Prisoners in the United States.’’ The
Word has been received cf the
author states, “The walls of the promotion of Royce Wright to the
He is “some
jails keep men and women ln, and rank of Corporal.
where in England’’
keep science and common sense
A whist party was held Wednes
out. Changes for the better are I
day at the home of Mrs. Helen
taking place, but progress 'is pain- j Wentworth, proceeds to Farm Bu
fully and unnecessarily slow.’’
reau projects. Mrs. Wentworth’s
This book is an intensive study of residence is also headquarters for
theories and practice now the or- i the women who sew for the Red
der of the day. Dr. Robinson has Cross, a meeting to be held there
clearly shown needs for improve- j today from 1.30 to 4 More workers
ment. Here is a clean check-up of, are needed.
the lack of care of prisoners after
The Hi-Y met Tuesday night with
they come back to regain citizen- 1 Philip Wentworth.

YOUR CHECKS

ARE DOING A

REAL

Checks are doing a great war
winning job. They are saving time,
saving tires, saving mistakes, sav
ing tempers, saving money.
Paying by check will help you,
and It will help to win the war. We
invite you to open a checking
account with this bank.

KNOX COUNTY

TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN

WORKING FOR VICTORY

■
:
j
i

It’s a terrific camp here. The
scenery is gorgeous and the barracks are very fine. The foed ls
excellent too. As a gourmand
would put it, the cuisine is superior.
I wish you could see the seenerj’
that surrounds the camp, especially
the beautifully rolling hUls, all
green and foTiaged.”

Sgt. Martha Mulvaney and Corp.
Marjorie Samuelsen cf the WAC
recruiting station in Augusta were
in Rcckland Wednesday interviewing applicant^. A representative
from the Augusta station is usually
at the cffice of the United States
Employment Service every Wed
nesday afternoon.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Beckett of
Thomastcn announce that the address of their son is: Pvt. Virgil L.
Beckett Jr., Co. B. 221st B.N.,
68th Regiment 31400782. Camp
Blanding, Florida.

Aviation CSden David H. CurLis, has written his mother, Mrs.
Clara T. Curtis of Rockland, that
he is one step nearer those coveted
“Wings of Gold,” as he has suc
cessfully passed Pre-Flight School
and is now stationed in Minnesota.
His address is: Bks. 110, Locker
Mrs. George C. Mason of 15 Ingiahiam lane, Rockland, has re 182, Minneapolis. Minn.
ceived word from her husband, Pvt
Pvt. Alton Regers, son of Mr.
George C. Mason, that he has
and
Mrs. Clarence Rogers cf In
completed his training at Fort Bel
graham Hill has this address:
voir, Va., and has be°n transferred
31400763, Battery G, 6 Bsi 2nd Reg.
to the New York Trade School. His I
IIAlRTC, Fort Bragg:. N. C. He
address is: 1244th SCISU., N. Y.
would like very much to hear from
Trade School, Class 31, New York
his friends.
12, N. Y.
• • • •
• • • *
Averell Robinson, 62c, son of
i Mrs. Mildred Roberts cf Rockport Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson of
had two identical V-mail letters j Thomaston, has recently been
from her husband. They were dat transferred from Sampson, N. Y.
ed March 4 and were both in same His new address is: Gun Crew 2663,
kind of envelope ; both alike in Armed Guard School. Shelton, U.S.,
1 every way. ^Evidently the letter Route 60, Norfolk, Va.
was photographed twice as a mis
• * • •
take
and
both
sent
from
same
Mrs.
Julius
Tarvainen has just
I
V-mail, Cpl. Lamont Roberts wrdte learned that her son William Lin
as one letter. So there is no doubt den cf Cushing has been promoted
that “V-mail will reach its destina to Corporal. He is serving some
tion’’ some times in double doses. where in England.
• » ♦#
Cpl. Roberts writes of the wonder
Sgt.
Stephen
Kirkpatrick who
ful work done by Red Cress. He
has
been
home
on
furlough visiting
has seen much it has done for our
boys away from home. So give and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Kirkpatrick in Union, has returned
give.
• • * •
t ocamp. His new address is Sgt.
Pvt. Ernest E. Johnson, son of Stephen Kirkpatrick 31117712, 10th
Mrs. Marguerite T. Johnson of Ma Tac. Ren. Sqdn.. EsleT Field, Alex
sonic street, Rockland, wrote his andria, Louisiana.
• • • •
mother, under date of March 8, an
Mrs.
John
Thompson
spent the
interesting letter from which we
weekend
in
Manchester,
N. H.,
are permitted to quote, “Can’t
where
she
visited
her
son
Gordon
I tell^you where I am except to say
, I’m somewhere cn the West coast. who at present is at Grenier Field.
Bernard Thompson's address is:
Bernard Thompson, S2c, Co. 1591
Quartermasters’ Schcol, Coddington Point, Newport, R. I.
• • • •
The address cf Sherwood Lee
Wottcn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
mund A. Wotton of Ingraham’s
Hill, Owl’s Head is: A. S., U.SM.
S.T.S., Barracks 4, Compartment
I, Sheepshead Bay, New York Lee
is training for engine work in the
maritime service.

That Rug of Yours

The requirements of our national defense

TALK OF THE TOWN

has caused almost a stoppage of rug manu

Raynold H. Tibbetts, formerly
employed at the Snow shipyard,
has joined the police staff and is
assigned to the night beat at the
North End.

facture.
We suggest you save your rugs by now
laying them over our Moth Proofed Rug

!
t • X'-, .:<•

Cushions, making them look like new again,

. .

and unbelievably soft.
We have just received a large shipment

..

by the roll and are in a splendid position to

cut you any size you want.

Moth and Vermin Proofed.

• Prevent rugs from slipping and scuf

Proven by test to make your rugs last

fing up.
• Absorbs the hammering of heels.

two or three times as long.

• Increases
cleaning.

Make your floors much warmer.

effectiveness

of

vacuum

:
i

'

Cut to your rug size—

<wy65c per yard

|

Pick out your Floor Covering now while the selection is at its best

HEAVY GRADE FELT BASE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . per yard

Miss Doris Chaples was honored
by a surprise party on her 18th
birthday. Walking in upon her
were Misses Ruby Prock. Melzine
McCaslin, Arlene Fickett, Mary
Studley, Mrs. Augusta Studley:
Frankie Liuzza, and Byron Cha
ples,, of Rockland, and Mrs. Laura
Shaw of Newport, R. I. Ruby
Prock solemnly wandered into the
living room, returning with a patriotic birthday cake, decorated
with red. white, and blue candles.
Games were played. With two pian
ists in the group a long, hearty
sing added much to the enjoyment
of the evevning. Two birthday
cakes, home-made fudge, and
candy, which were brought by the
guests, and hot chocolate was

.59
.49

WANTED - - -

HEAVY GRADE FELT BASE RUGS, 9x12.. .. .. .. .. .. . 7.95

REAL ESTATE

LIGHT GRADE FELT BASE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

per yard

LIGHT GRADE FELT BASE RUGS, 9x12.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6.95
Smaller sizes comparatively lower
We now have a splendid assortment of Scatter Rugs,

come in and look them over

OAK OFFICE DESKS, from.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $54.50 to $69.50
OAK OFFICE DESK (with drop typewriter top) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $71.50
BUDGET TERMS GLADLY ARRANGED

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
“The Home ol Better Furniture”

Established Over 100 Years

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and veiy reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]

SAVE SAVE SAVE
kJ.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

We have many inquiries from
prospects who want to buy or
rent MAINE PROPERTY. If
you have a farm, summer cot
tage, village home, or small busi
ness for sale (or rent), write to
day for information. We will
help you find a buyer.

-In last Friday’s issue we expressed editcrially
some curiosity as to how Aroostook
THEY DON’T
WANT WAR County would receive the announcement
PRISONERS that Nazi war prisoners i\ere to be sent
there to work on lumber ing operations. We
heard the answer.three days later when an Associated Press
despatch from Houlton stated that sharp objections had been
expressed by the Houlton Grange. It was argued that the
escape cf prisoners across the nearby Canadian border might
cause international complications in case of sabotage in Can
ada, the Grangers said. The Grangers: also saw danger of
sabotage to the aiiport's wooden buildings and felt that public
uneasiness would result from lodging the prisoners there. The
Courier-Gazette went on record several months ago against
the importation of war prisoners to this zone. There might,
it is true, be no actual peril, but the proximity cf the prisoners
would be a source of constant disturbance to the minds’' of
.pecple who have all along been congratulating themselves
that they live in a free country. War prisoners do escape and
terrorize the communities in which they are at large. Only
the other night the radio told how such escapes had been
abetted toy so-called Americans. Let us endeavor to convince
our Senators and Representatives that Nazi war prisoners are
not wanted in this good, old Pine Tree State.

We learn from Washington sources that
the name “Rockland, Maine” is to be given
to one of the 50 Victory ships to be (built at
three Pacific Coast shipyard^. Some weeks
ago The Courier-Gazette voiced a lament
that this city had never been thus honored, and immediately
after reading the editorial Representative Margaret Chase
Smith took up the matter with the department, which as
sured her that the matter would receive early attention. And
it is doubtless due to her efforts that Rcckland, Maine. i§ now
to be included. 'Because the Naval Trial Course is located
here, and Rockland is so well known in Naval circles we had
hoped that the name would be bestowed upon one of the new
cruisers—but we are grateful at some recognition.
That the Finnish government has reHAS FINLAND jected the Russian proposals for an armisMUFFED
tice, and will continue to fight that counTHE BALL try, is a source of extreme disappointment
to tiie Allied Nations, and to the Finnish
kinfolk who reside here in Knox County. Snap judgment in
condemning Finland’s stand would fail, however, to take into
account the bitterness which the country has long maintained
against Russia for reasons which cannot be clearly under
stood without delving into history. From the standpoint cf
poffey, and her own welfare, Finland, it would seem, is making
a grevious error.
Human interest items are carried by all
YE GODS
of the natiqjial press associations and help
AND LITTLE engage the reader's attention when war
FISHES’
news is scarce . But from Washington
Wednesday, came the following despatch
which is pretty nearly the limit:
The War Production Board appealed to the public tonight
to pay no attention to the superstiticn that it’s bad luck to
light three cigarettes from the same match. Paper for mak
ing matches is scarce, the board said. Therefore, the more^
cigarettes that can be ignited with cne match, the better for
the war effort.

According to Lieut. George I. Shaw, di
PEDESTRIAN rector of the Division of Traffic and Safety,
WORST
State Highway Police, the outlook fcr 1944
VIOLATOR is not going to be a pleasant picture if per
sonal injury and property damage accidents
ccntinue to increase, he says.
The pedestrian is still the worst violator because, of the
twelve fatalitiep which occurred during these last two months,
six were pedestrians. The pedestrian problem is continually
growing worse as time goes on and conditions change. More
and more people are walking to and from work as a means cf
saving fuel and rubber. It is more vital now than ever before
that pedestrians leam how to walk as a serious accident prob
ably means lost time in an important war production jcb. The
pedestrians should realize that this safety problem is not ours
alone and we hepe they will feel that we want them to take
part in our safety program through their willingness to co
operate and encourage others to get into the habit of conduct
ing themselves on our streets and highways in a safe manner
Tf an enemy occupied Long Island and
American forces, massing on the ConnectiISOLATION cut coast to throw him cut, were spied upon
OF EIRE
by enemy agents in a neutral Rhode Island
(the most improbable supposition of all)
the situation would be similar to that raised by Eire’s neu
trality. The situation is such that the steps Mr. Churchill
is taking to isolate Southern Ireland can reasonably be pre
sented as simple security measures. While the present meas
ures have followed Eire’s refusal to send the Axis envoys
home, they do not appear to be designed to force such expul
sion. but to be the best British-American substitute for Irish
action.
Moreover, the British measures appear to be only exten
sions beyond Eire's borders of Mr. de Valera’s own efforts
to prevent his country from being used as a base by Axis
spies. But will the people of Eire accept the logic of such an
extension? Or of Mr Churchill’s reminder that if disaster
came to British-American forces through information leaks
in Southern Ireland, something worse than temporary sepa
ration from England or Northern Ireland would result.—
Christian Science Monitor.
THE

served.

Miss Chaples. the hostess, Fprt Gettyhfourg are home for a few
days.
Mrs. Elaine Brown is visiting her
aunt,
Mrs. Dorothea Dunton.
STONINGTON

received many lovely gifts.

Dept. Y, Real Estate
Service Division

MAINE PUBLICITY
BUREAU
Portland 4, Maine

•
(A low-cost promotional service
conducted In co-operation with
Maine's leading real estate bro
kers and agencies).
21-26

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Nevells have
moved
to the house which they reWallace. Jr., S 2c are home from
centl
ytoought
in Oceanville.
Sampson, N. Y.
Percival Kncwlon S 2c and John

Vest Weibb is suffering from an
Mary Billings has graduated from attack of sciatica.
the U. of M. She is t otoe a dieti
Warren Sawyer is employed la
tian at Wellesley College.
Frank Webb's store.
John Blastow S 2c of Sampson,
Mabel Haskell is home from BlueN, Y. and Pfc. Alton Dunham of bill for a shert vtett.

States, and gave much attention to
the municipal government survey to
be started shortly by citizens. Mr.
Moran is chairman cf the Chamber
of Commerce committee which re
cently reported results of a prelimi
nary investigation. He stated that
lie had read every City of Rockland
report from 1854.
Laurence K. Mansfield, eight
years a post member, former pro
prietor of a dry goods store and
more recently chief of police, pre
sented his views on police protection
and was given a farewell ovation.
Mr. Mansfield is moving to Salem,
Mass., where he has a position with
a manufacturing concern
Members of the post serving in A
World War Two are: Everett H.
Oney, Roy V. Simpson, Edward B.
Faulkingham, William T. Hull. Levi
R. Flint, Robert C. Jewell. Everett
A. Munsey, Kenneth P. Lord, Daniel
Noonan and Everett Philbrook.
The membership at present is 230
22 under tive highest number ot
members the post has ever had.

Post Celebrated

American Legion In Rock
land 25 Years Old—Past
Commander Moran
the Speaker
Winslow-Ho-brook Post. American
Legion, observed its 25th anniver
sary last night by holding dinner
and meeting, with a good attend
ance of members. Three Rockland
young men. veterans of the present
war, Clifford Colson, Fiank Larra
bee, Jr., and Edward Roberts, were
made members at this meeting.
Past Commander E. Carl Moran,
Jr., was the principal speaker. He
gave credit to the American Legion
for most of the good things being
done for returning veterans to
day. "Best of all, the American
Legion, through the years, has done
a job fcr others besides its mem
bers, and for the future,” he de
clared, “but there still is much to
be done. The needs of World War
Two will be greater and far differ
ent from World' War One annd our
facilities may not be adequata,” Mr.
Moran, in the lively open forum,
urged that men returning from this
war became members of the Legion,
and he answered questions on Ire
land. Russia, Japan and the United

Scott F. Kittredge, manager cf the War
WILL SCOTT Housing Center in Portland since its incep
tion in 1941. has submitted his resignation,
RUN FOR
CONGRESS to become effective next Tuesday. His ac
tion gives currency to the report recently
published in this newspaper that he might seek the Demo
cratic Congressional nomination in the First District, where
the party apparently believes it has some prospects of win
ning. Seme Knox Ccunty Democrats who have objected
rather strenuously to Mr. Kittredge’s activities in local
caucuses will be interested now to learn definitely that he-has
become a resident of another county. Should he run for
Congress, and be elected, he w-ould enter upon his duties with
a considerable knowledge cf Congressional methods. He was
one time secretary to the late U. S. Senator Obadiah Gardner.

ROCKLAND
IS TO BE
HONORED

Tuesd

Tuesday-Friday
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The Republicans will hold a cau
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Other Ration Stamps Now In Effect
RED STAMPSBLUE STAMPS-

No Points Needed!
ANN PAGE

SPAGHETTI
MACARONI or
8 OZ

3
3
3

PKG

5

NIBLETS

7

8

8

KERNEL CORN

Points

Peas

NO. 2
CAN

Nutley Margarine

1 LB
PKG

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

1 LB
JAR

EAT MORE

More Tall

J-'

Morrell’s Snack
Wilson’s Mor

IU

Owl’s I
Monday.

BROWN POINT VALUES!

UCAU

6 POINTS

I

IONA
"c°AN2 12C
Peas
Peas QUALIFIED BRAND Nc°an211C
SweetPeas RELIABLE Tan2 14C
NO. 2
A&P
CAN 16c
Tomatoes
NO. 2'j
CAN
Tomatoes IONA
15c
IONA CREAM STYLE
L°
an2 12c
Corn GOLDEN BANTAM
2 4 4C
Corn A&P WHOLE KERNEL NO
CAN
14

BRAND-WHOLE

12CAN°Z 1I --Pi13<C

C8, D8,
Book 4
pts. each
May 20.

GREEN POINT VALUES

Points

5cpxg10c

GREEN
GIANT

A8, B8.
E8, in
worth. 10
through

A8. B8, C8, D8,
E8, F8. in Book 4
worth 10 pts each
through May 20

For d
call the I
517 Maid
line.

NON-RATIONED

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

FLORIDA JUICY-MED. SIZE 216's & 252's

ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT

DOZ

Florida Juicy
Med. Size 80s

TEXAS BEETS

4

27

FOR

23

Bangur’i
advise
suN

G.A.R.

FRESH LARGE
BUNCHES

ICH

U

FRESH LARGE BUNCHES

TEXAS CARROTS

Rev.

QUESl
LECTU

4 Bens 25c

CANADIAN

YELLOW TURNIPS

3

LBS

10C

“Do
Each

RED RIPE
CELLOPHANE
PACKAGE

TOMATOES

quest il

FRESH NATIVE GUARANTEED
SUNNYBROOK

PRI

EGGS
LARGE AOe MED. O71
*t V
uI

Ma

DOZEN

DOZEN

TH
II01J
All pen

SUNNYFIELD 25 LB
enrch d
bag

cJ

ENRICHED

Red

FAMILY FLOUR <' : "
1.14
GOLD MEDAL FL0UR1.44
WHITEHOUSE
EVAP. MILK 1 Brown Point £ach 3
27'
ROLLED OATS
. 4^18'
14’/4OZ
CANS

QUICI>or REGULAR

Clin

A & P "SUPER” VALUES FOR

YOUR BROWN & RED POINTS

COOKED HAMS

WHOLE OR. EITHER
END - 3 POINTS

SMOKED PICNICS
CHICKENS

LB

cSt lb

FANCY BROILING OR FRYING
NO POINTS NEEDED

COME TO A&P
FOR DELICIOUS
TASTY FISH AT
THRIFTY PRICES

« 37c

.SHANK HALF-3 POINTS
INTS

WHOLE or BUTT-5 POiNTS

DADIf
I nift&C
rUfflll LUIlld

ffU

Had

LB

29c
29c
45e

LEAN PORK
Fresh Picnics ROAST
—1 POINT LB 29c
Skinless Frankforts points LB 137c
GRADE A
AAr
Sliced Bacon
1 POINT
LB
WHOLEor
lb34c
Fresh Hams EITHER
HALF

Whole or Butt 3 pomts-Shank Hall 1 point

Crlsco 5 pt» 24c A pa 68c Oxydol
Ivory Snow
PKGE 23c
Ivory Soap

lpkge23c

3caarkgees29c

Guest Ivory Soap
2c««ts‘9c
IHE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO____
Price* subject te market changes. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

492 cJ
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TALK OF THE TOWN

March 20—Rockport town meeting.
March 20 -Cushing town meeting.
March 24—One-act play "Hold Ev
erything- by Rockport High School ct
Town Hall.
April 1—Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Orange.
April 8- Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with Weseaweskeag Grange.
8outh Thomaston.
April 9—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Kiwanis Club Easter Mon
day Ball, Community Building, Rock
land.
April 13-14—Republican State Con
vention In Bangor.
' May 2-3 4—Congregational
Chris
tian Conference at Bangor.
May 4—Annual Conclave, Grand
Commandery of Maine, at Portland.
May 25-27--Annual Convention of
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, at
Rockland
June 23-25—Department Convention
of the American Legion at Old Or
chard Beach.
June 27—Annual meeting of the
Maine Medical Association in Rock

A
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VALUES!
NO. 2
CAN
NO. 2
CAN
NO. 2
CAN

LE

NO. 2
CAN
NO. 2'i
CAN
LE
M

NO. 2
CAN

IEL

NO. 2
CAN

I

f VALUES!

J12 OZ i
CAN I

12 OZ '
CAN i

MEETINGS

s & 252's

Rev.Ruth Mathias
Bangor's well known scientific
advisor will conduct services

SUNDAY, MARCH 19
at

’FOR

G.A.R. HALL, ROCKLAND
QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, 2.30
LECTURE, followed by Questions
answers, 7.30
Lecture Subject,

“Do The Dead Return”
Package

Prof. Charles A. Holden of Han
over, N. H., who spends his Sum
mers at Rockledge Inn, Spruce
Head, and who is a regular attend
ant of the Rockland Rotary meet
ings was elected a delegate -at
large to the Republican National
Convention in the New Hampshire
primaries Tuesday. He is pledged to
Dewey.

Each person may bring one
question in a sealed envelope

25®

At Junior High School Assembly
Wednesday a Temperance program
arranged by Miss Ida Hughes was
presented Carol Wolcott was an
nouncer and introduced Mrs. Clara
Emery, president of the WC.T.U.,
w’ho conducted a medal speech
contest With a contestant from
each room . They were Jean
Young Gloria Curtis, Jane Mullen,
Betty Staples, Elizabeth Crozier,
Barbara Jackson, Elizabeth Brew
ster. All gave a fine exhibition
and showed good1 coaching by their
teachers
Tho WC.T.U. Bronze
Medal was awarded to Elizabeth
Brewster, for excellence in present
ing her selection. Patriotic sou
venirs were given all the contest
ants. The judges were Mrs. Gat
combe of the Senior High faculty,
John M. Richardson of The Cou
rier-Gazette staff and Miss Joan
Lock. Senior student, member of
the Thespian Society.

Sgt. Howard Edwards, who has
been visitinig his parents, Mr. and
iStuart Fogelman, superintend
Lillian
Nordica,
Maine-bom Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards, Sr., has ent cf the Whitmore Laboratories
opera singer, will be honored to returned to Camp Shelby, Miss.
Wharf street, will be speaker at
day when a Liberty ship bearing
Lions Club next week.
BORN
her name goes overboard from the
Anderson—At Knox Hospital. March
Robert B. Lunt, who is to assume
South Portland Shipyard. Mrs. 16. to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. An
derson
(Bernice
Havener),
a
son
—
his new duties as superintendent of
Guy Gannett, president of the Na Thomas James. 3d.
Conierv—At Knox Hospital. March 14. schools in Rockland and Rockport,
tional Federation of Music Cluba,
to Ensign a'nd Mrs. Franklin B. Com- April 1. was in the city Wednesday
will sponsor the craft. Represen ery
of Thomaston, a daughter—Siandra
or a few hours. Mr. and Mrs. Lunt,
tative Margaret Chase Smith will Jeanne.
their daughter Harriet W. Lunt, four
be the matron of honor and Miss
MARRIED
years
of age, and son. Robert B
Jean Gannett, m-aid of honor.
Fantom - Bartlett — At
Rockport.
March 4. George Fantom and Mrs. Lunt, Jr., nearly two years of age,
Lucy Jane Bartlett both of South
Richard S. Stoddard and Manuel Thomaston, by Rev. F. Ernest Smith. will occupy the Harold W. Look
—At Rockland. March house at 78 Mechanic street. Mrs.
R. Winchenbaugh cf Rockland, 14.Monk-Moore
Peter J. Monk of Lawton. Alabama,
both with excellent attendance and Miss Louise Moore of Rockland— Lunt is a Milford, Mass, woman. Sne
studied two years at Boston Uni
records at the Bath Iron Works, by Miss Pearl E. Borgerson. J. P.
versity and took courses at the Uni
were guests on trip of a destroyer
DIED
versity
of Maine, where she met Mr.
from Bath to Boston, Tuesday. Mr.
Johnson—At Long Cove. March 15,
Stoddard, on the return, came by Blanche (SUngsby) wife of Arvid C. Lunt. Mrs. Lunt did field work in
Johnson, age 58 years, 8 months. 21
airplane to Portland, where he was days. Funeral Saturday at 2.30 from mental hygiene for the University
St.
Episcopal Church. Long of Maine for a time. L. P. Bagley,
met by Mrs. Stoddard, who had Cove.George's
Interment at North . Parish
been spending the day in Portland, Cemetery. Friends may call Friday principal of the High School at
evening at Davis Funeral Home,
Sherman, is to succeed Mr. Lunt In
Thomaston.
Andrews—A,t Union, March 14. Rev. the Island Falls section.
The item in Tuesday’s issue with Zebedee Andrews, age 54 years. 6
18 days. Funeral Saturday at
reference to Mrs. Wilder Irish, 2months
o'clock from Methodist Church.
Mrs. Grace McWhinnie is em
Ixrmohd—At South Hope March 15.
stated, unfortunately, that she was
Sidney B. Lermond. age 74 years. 4 ployed at St. Olair & Allen's.
making her home in Monument months, 19 days. Private funeral from
%
Square, Portland. The error was residence, Friday at 2. Interment at
The Rotary Club expects to have,
East Union.
due to the fact that the information Lindgren—At Norwood, Mass., March for its meeting today, a speaker on
Hjalmar K Lindgren, age 69 years.
sent to this paper was under a 12,
10 months, 16 days. Funeral services international affairs, who has spent
from Divls Funeral Home,
Rockland postmark, and simply said Wednesday
much time in Europe.
Members
Thomaston
Interment in Warren.
’’Monument Square,” without the
Kari—At Rockland, March 15. Olga, making up meeting out of the State,
of Otto Karl of Union, age 54
name of town. Mrs. Irish Is occu wife
years. 1 month, 5 days. Funeral Sun reported in this week’s bulletin,
pying the Bean house in Monument day at 1 o'clock from Union Town were: Walter E. Bowe at Franklin,
Hall.
Interment In Lakeview Ceme
Square, Camden.
tery.
N. H., and the following in the
Simmons—At Port Clyde. March 16
Daniel W. Simmons, age 79 years. 4 State of Florida, Henry B. Bird at
12 days. Funeral Sunday at
Owl’s Head town meeting, will be months.
2 from Port Clyde Advent Church. In Miami; Kennedy Crane and George
Monday.
terment In South Parish Cemetery.
B. Wood at Punta Gorda; Dr. Alvin
Conic—At Rockland. March 16, Ellen
B.. widow of Allen B. Conic, age 75 W. Foss at Lake Worth and Leforest
More Talk of the Town on Page Two years. 4 months, 27 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 p. m. from Russell Fu A. Thurston at St. Petersburg. Sec
neral Home. Interment In Amsbury retary Louis A. Walker reports that
For dependable radio service HUI, Rockport.
the attendance contest between the
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
IN
MEMORIAM
Damariscotta-Newcastle
and Booth617 Main street. Complete Philco
John L. Wood
bay
Harbor
clubs
for
the
month of
line.
i • 60-tf
who died1 March 19, 1942
Lovingly remembered by his Sisters February was declared a draw as
and Brother.
22* each club had a solid 100-percent
attendance for the entire month.
CARD OF THANKS

PUBLIC

LLOPHANE

8

land.

at present is 230

ATTENTION

PRIVATE READINGS

March 17,18,19,20
at

THORNDIKE HOTEL
Hours: 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
All persons needing HELP and
ADVICE

COME AT ONCE!
Reading (five questions
answered)
FEE $1.00

We wish to express our gratitude and
sincere thanks to our friends and
neighbors for the many beautiful
floral tributes and expressions of
sympathy received during our recent
bereavement.
Mrs. Granville N. Bachelder, Mrs.
Eugene H. Smith.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We extend thanks to our relatives
and friends for cards, fruit and faod
.and all favors during our illness, also
to the Sunday School and Dr. Benson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Geyer
South Cushing.

CARD OF THANKS
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Jackson wish
to thank aJl friends and; neighbors
who In any way helped to make their
25th wedding anlversary one to be
long remembered.
•
CARD OF THANKS
A sincere thank you to kind neigh
bors and friends for lovely gifts and
cheerful greeting cards, which made
my birthday in bed. a very happy, and
long to be remembered occasion.
Helmi kulju
Long Cove
CARD OF THANKS
I wish tp express my thanks and appreclatlotw for the many kindnesses
shown me during my stay at the Knox
Hospital.
•
Chester E. Mason, Jr.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank relatives, friends
ond neighbors for their many acts of
kindness shown me in the recent
death ot my husband. Albion A. Holt,
and for the beautiful flowers sent,
especially by Mr. Jealous and the
employes of the Georges River Woolen
Mill,
Mrs. Mattle L. Holt
Warren.

A rummage sale will be held Sat
urday, April 22 from 9.30 on at the
Universalist vestry.—adv.
*

Poultry Wanted

OPTOMETRIST

Live Poultry Wanted

Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at
492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

3 POINTS

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

lb29c

,TB29fe

81-tf

Highest Prices Paid for All Kinds
of Live Poultry

22’lt

day at 2.15.

4J

point* LB

37®

39®
LB 34®
LB

*

nk

Half

BURPEE
Funeral Home

1 point

l*prkV
LARGE
CAKES

23®
29®

EA COa
limit auantitiea.

9'

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

THEATRE

FURNITURE
FOR SALE

in

Cream and Green Enamel

“OLD ACQUAINTANCE”
Also on the program
MARCH OF TIME
“FOOD CRISIS”

KITCHEN RANGE
With Lynn Oil Burner
WOOL

LIVING ROOM RUG
6x9—Practically New
FOUR MAHOGANY

ALSO OTHER HOUSEHOLD
. ARTICLES
SPECIAL!

1936 CHEVROLET.
STANDARD COACH
Good Condition—Price Right

Mabe Poultry Co.

53 GRANITE STREET
Apply between hours of
2-4 and 6-8 P. M.
22*23

WEDNESDAY ONLY, MAR. 2
/ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Presentation
RED SKELTON

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662

BEANO

It’s like the
Auto Shows used

to be.
Remember?
This year the modcLs in Suits
and Topcoats will have to take
the place of the models in road
sters and sedans.
But if you’ve ever attended a
fhow in Madison Square Garden
you have an idea of what you
can see in clothing this year
right here in town.

in
a delightfully entertaining film
featuring music, dancing, ro
mance and hilarious comedy

We promise as many new kinks
as Detroit ever produced in one
season.

“I DOOD IT”

FINE WORSTED SUITS
$35.00-$45.00

with
Hazel Scott, Jimmy Dorsey and
Lena Home
leading a negro chorus

THURS.-FRI.. MARCH 23-24
20thCentury-Fox Presents
Preston Foster, Lloyd Nolan,

PERFECTLY TAILORED
TOPCOATS
$25.00-$40.00
NEW SHIRTS

WE WILL BUY

“GUADALCANAL DIARY”

GOOD CLEAN

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 25
Two Full-Length Features

NEW SWEATERS
BOYS’ SUITS
BOYS’ TOPCOATS

CHARLES ST.ARRETT

in

Six Cylinders Only
SFtll

9 CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

l\j/ I
CCOlANC

‘HAIL TO THE RANGERS’
Also on the program
TED LEWIS, NAN WYNN
in

MS EVERYBODY HAPPY?’

List Of Officers and Commit
tees Chosen At Fourth
Quarterly Conference
The fourth quarterly conference
of Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
was held Thursday night, March 9,
with District Supt. Herbert F. Aldrich of Augusta presiding. The fol
lowing officers and committees were
elected for the year commencing
April 1:
Trustees—Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood,
Herman A. Stanley. H. R. Winchen
baugh. A. W. Gregory, Gersham
Rollins. Ralph U .Clark, Robert C.
Gregory’. H. V. Tweedie.
Stewarus—Mrs. Inez Ames, Mrs.
Lorita Bicknell, Mrs. Ella Browne,
Mrs. Laura Buswell, Miss Annie Mae
Chase. Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Leroy Chat
to, Winfield Chatto, Mrs. Vlncie
Clark. Henry deRochemont, Mrs.
Katjierine deRochemont, Mrs. Esther
Dolliver, Mrs. Fannie Dow, Frank K.
Gardner, George Gay, Mrs. Louise
Gregory, Mrs. Millicent Gregory,
Robert C. Gregory, Mrs. Ellen Hemp
stead. Mrs. Ruth Hoch, Mrs. Re
becca Ingraham, (Mrs. Carol Jillson,
Charles Jillson, Mrs. Mary Littlehale, Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Miss Nellie
Murch, Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs.
Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Minnie
Rogers, Miss Ruth Rogers, Mbs.
Shirley Rollins. Mrs. Ida Simmons,
Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Mrs. Thelma
Stanley, John A. Stevens. Mrs. Lena
Stevens, Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Charge Lay Leader—Ralph U.
Clark.
Church School Superintendent—
Leroy A. Chatto.
Assistant Superintendents—Ralph
U. Clark, Mrs. Ruth Hoch and Mrs.
Thelma Stanley.
Recording Sterward — Leroy A.
Chatto.
Communion Steward—Mrs. Mar
garet Philbrook.
Financial Secretary — Mrs. Ivy
Chatto.

Church Treasurer — Robert C.
Gregory.
Assistant Treasurer—Mrs. Louise
Gregory.
Treasurer of Benevolences—Mrs.
Edith Tweedie.
Custodian of Legal Papers—H. V.
Tweedie.

Purchasing

Agent — Leroy

A.

Membership Committee—Mrs. Ivy
Chatto, Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Ida
Simmons and Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
Finance Committee—A. W. Greg
ory, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Robert
C .Gregory, Mrs. Louise Gregory,

and

Ivy

Mrs.

Pastoral Relations—A. W. Greg
orj'. Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood. H- V. Tweedie and H.
R. Winchenbaugh.

Nominations—The Pastor, f Mrs.
Edith Tweedie. Mrs. Louise Gregory,
Mrs. Esther Dolliver and Ralph U.
Clark.
Audit—Ernest Buswell.
Records — Mrs. Laura Buswell,
Miss Annie Mae Chase and Mrs.
Shirley Rollins.
Hospitals and Homes—Leroy A.
Chatto, Mrs. (Ruth Hoch and Mrs.
Thelma Stanley.
Church Board of Bducaton—Le
roy A. Chatto, Ralph U. Clark, Mrs.
Ruth Hoch, Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
Harold Whitehill, Mrs. Laura Buswell. Miss Edith Carr and Miss Doris
Hyler.
Church (Board of Missions and
Church Extension—The Pastor, H.
V. Tweedie, A. W. Gregory, Leroy
Chatto, Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood, Mrs. Edith Tweedie,
Kingsley Strout, Kenneth Chatto,
Evangelism—H. V. Tweedie, Mrs.
Lorita Bicknell. Mrs. Carol Jillson
and Mrs. Grace Lurvey.
Stewardship—H. V. Tweedie, Mrs.
Lorita MIBicknell, Mrs. Carol Jillson
and Mrs. Grave Lurvey.
Temperance—'Ralph U. dark. Mrs.
Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Ida Simmons,
Mrs. Lena Stevens, H. R. Wli^henbaugh.
Music—Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, the
Pastor, Miss Ruth Rogers and Mrs.
Lena Stevens.
Parsonage — Mrs. Lena Stevens,
Miss Nellie Britt, Mrs. Ruth Elling
wood. Mrs. Millicent Gregory and
Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Parish Visitations — Mrs. Inez
Ames, Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Vincie
Clark, Mrs. Esther Dolliver, Mrs.
Fannie Dow, Mrs. Anna Gay, Mrs.
Millicent Gregory, Mrs. Feme
Horeyseck, Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Mrs.
Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Minnie
Rogers, Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
Good Literature—Miss Ruth Rog
ers, Mrs. Madlene Jackson, Mrs. Vir
ginia Anderson.
Policy—Lay Leader, Supt. of
Church School. President of W. S.
C. S., the Pastor, and Church Treas
urer.
Fellowship—Mrs. Laura Buswell,
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Fannie
Dow and Mrs. Grace Lurvey.

May Buy ’Nother Jeep
Mysterious Purchaser Of
$1000 War Bond Gives
Impetus To Tyler School
Drive
Great enthusiasm reigned at the
Tyler School this morning when
Mrs. Sarah Haskell, the principal,
annnounced that $1165 has been
raised fbr the jeep and that a fund
of $601 remains in excess of the
amount which was required.
It is expected that a jeep will
be on exhibition at the school in
the near future, and after the
pupils have had a ride in it they
will be spurred with new interest
for the purchase of another.
The week opened’ with $570
needed to complete the payment
on the first jeep, and the children
were In a rather subdued frame of
mind as to the prospects of negotiiating it.
At this juncture came a good
angel in the form of a purchaser
of a $1000 bond—the name of that
"good angel” to remain a mystery
so far as the school is concerned.
But is Mrs. Haskell happy, and
are those loyal young workers
happy?

tor, Charles Jillson and Bvron
Young.
Ushers—George Gay. Ralph U.
Clark, Ray F. Risser, Harrison L.
Dow, Henry Lurvey, Ernest Buswell
and Herman Stanley.
Enos Bridges is a patient at the
Osteopathic Hospital in Waterville
where he will welcome mail from
Rockland friends.

ALAN L. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

OFFICES IN NEW LOCATION

21 Limerock St., Rockland
Opposite the Post Office

22-tf

FARM kADIO

BATTERIES
MAIL ORDERS

Flowers—Mrs. Edith Tweedie.

•

Chatto..

Chatto

Social Service—Mrs. Ida Simmons,
the Pastor, Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs.
Thelma Stanley, and Mrs. Edith
Tweedie.
Boy Scouts — Harold Whltehill,
Scoutmaster; Leroy Chatto, the Pas-

FILLED

House-Sherman, Inc.

ROCKLAND, ME.

21-tf

Rockland Red Cross War Fund
$11,500

Quota

Never before has the need been so acute; never before has your

opportunity to give been so great.

Some day this week these splendid women, under the able di
rection of Mrs. Earle Perry, will call at your home to receive your
contribution.

Please be ready when they call.

WARD 1
MBS.
MBS.
MBS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

’

L. C. JACKSON, JR., CAPTAIN
CLYDE ROBINSON
FORREST BRAZIER
L. E. JONES
P. L. HAVENER
RUTH BARROWS

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MISS
MRS.

VICTOR BUCKLIN
ROGER DOW
ELEANOR ACHORN
RUTH ROGERS
LORETTA BROOKS

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

GARDNER FRENCH, CAPT.
MARGARET NICHOLAS
MARY EGAN
CHARLES LAKE
FRANK MAXCY
DONALD CLARK
HECTOR STAPLES
HAROLD GREEN
FRANK HOREYSECK
ROGER JAMESON
HAROLD LEACH
IDA SIMMONS
J. A. JAMESON
EMILY EDWARDS
MELVIN RANDALL

MISS NELLIE COCHRAN
MRS. EARLE PERRY
MRS. JOSEPH EMERY
MRS. JAMES KENT
WARD 4

MRS. PERCY DINSMORE, CAPT.
MRS. DONALD HASKELL
MRS. FRED KNIGHT
MRS. AUSTIN HUNTLEY
MISS ANNIE CARINI
RUTH HARRINGTON
MRS. THOMAS STONE
WARD 5

WARD 2

WARD 3

MRS. JENNIE FEYLER, CAPTAIN
MRS. EDITH O’BRIEN

MRS ALMON YOUNG
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

MISS DOROTHY GORDON
MRS. ARCHIE BOWLEY
MRS. GERALD MARGESON
MRS. J. NELSON
MRS. ELMO CROZIER
MRS JANE FOLEY
MRS. OWEN JOHNSTON
MRS. MURRAY WHALEN

MRS. SHERMAN ROKES
MRS. HARRY BICKMORE

MRS. KERYN AP RICE
MRS. JOHN McLOON
MRS. FAITH BERRY

ADA PRESCOTT
IRVIN CURTIS
GEORGE DEAN
FRANK CARSLEY

MRS. J. TRENEER ,
WARD 6
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MISS

RALPH BANGS. CAPTAIN
ANSEL WOOSTER
BENEDICT DOWLING
HAZEL BAUM

MRS. HELEN BRAY
MRS. ALBERT AVERILL
MISS PEARL BORGERSON

MRS. MYRLE DUDLEY, CAPT.

Richard Jaeckel

USED.CARS

Winfield
Chatto.

Methodist Church

MISS RUTIl CUCCINELLO

ELEANOR POWELL

Wm. Bendix. Richard Conte.

AQC

POINT LB

summoned »for

those

SUNDAY. MONDAY, MAR. 19-20
Warner Brothers Present
BETTE DAVIS,
MIRIAM HOPKINS
John Loden Philip Reed,
Dolores Moran

is45e
'ORK

Among

Grand Jury service at the April
term of U. S. District Court in
Portland is Theodore S. Bird of

D.U.V. beano at G A.R hall Mon

Mrs. Earle Joudry

BANGOR, ME.
2-tf

Pvt. George Huntley, son of Mr.
The Committee on Municipal Re
and
Mrs. Austin Huntley of Lime
search will hold an organization
meeting Tuesday night at 7.30 in rock street, will give a popular con
the Tower Room at Community cert Friday night for Rockland's
Building . Sub-committee chairmen ■ music loving public. Pvt. Huntley
will be elected and plans discussed. who expects to leave his station at
The registration of volunteers will Fort McKinley shortly for a South
close Monday * noon. Those who ern camp, recently toured New’
have not volunteered should regis England with an Army Unit, singing
ter by calling Mrs. Savage at the i for the Bond Drive. His concert
Chamber of Commerce office. So will cover numbers used on that tour
far, 71 men and 38 women have vol and others. Mrs. Abbie Folland
unteered to serve on the nine com will accompany him on the piano.
mittees, classified as follows: Ad Due to the fact that arrangements
ministration, 25; finance, 14; public were made hastily, the full program
safety, 13; education, 21; public will be announced Friday’ at the
works, 7; health and welfare, 10; concert which will be held in the
civil service, 10; insurance, five, and Undercroft of St. Peter's Church at
legal, three. All members are urged 8 p. m. A silver collection will be
taken. Sylvia Adams will con
to be present Monday night.
tribute to the program withtpiano
solos.
Nearly 21 tons of waste paper were
collected this week by pupils of the
Rockland schools, Joseph E. Blais ‘ The Sunday evening service in the
dell, principal of the High School, First Baptist Church at 7.30 will be
reported yesterday afternoon. The Church School Night. The depart
McLain Building led with 11.810 ments of the Church School from
pounds collected and weighed. the Junior Department through the
Other amounts were 8730 pounds at Adult Department will be attending
High School. 8520 at Purchase by classes. The public is invited.
street, 7970 at Tyler Building, 4500
at Grace street, and 50 pounds at
The Christian Endeavor Society
Crescent street school. No report and the young people’s department
has been received from the Benner of the First Baptist Church school
Hili school. The grand total is, will ljold a St. Patrick’s social in
41,580 pounds.
the vestry tonight.

WALDO

Trucks Call for Large Amounts

TEL 2-2202,

Lieut. Edward Rowe Snow, one of the Rockland clan of Snows, has
written an amazing book called “Storms and Shipwrecks of New England,”
now available at the Huston-Tuttle store. This book has out-sold any
New England historical work of record. Lieut. Snow made a fine record
in the air of Tunisia before being sent home a casualty.

St. Patrick’s Beano

Like New

Clinton F. Thomas

HERE IS LIEUTENANT SNOW

Mrs. Lela . Oatchings, a special
Friday and Saturday Nights
SPEAR HALL—8.00 P. M.
recruiting representative of the U.
Big Prizes on Evening Play
Rockland
and
for
Petit
Jury
service
S. CiAl Service Commission in
Big Special and Full Chicken Dinner
Washington, D. C, will be in Rock Charles E. Lord of Camden.
Free Game
_______ i
22*lt
land, Wednesday, March 29 and
Thursday, March 30 for the purpose
of recruiting clerical personnel for
SPECIAL!
duty with the various Government
late 5T
Agencies in Washington. Positions
A\O
DEL5
are available for Clerks, Typist and
SATURDAY
NIGHT,
Stenographers at salaries ranging
MARCH 18
from $1,752 to $2,190 per year for
the standard 48-hour week, with
Masonic Temple Hall •
good chances for advancement. Mrs.
Rockland
Catchings will be available for con
REFRESHMENTS
sultation at the office of the local
SPECIAL PRIZE
Civil Service Secretary, Post Office
22
Building, Rockland. Simple quali
fying examinations will be given and
rated on the spot, and immediate
appointments will be made.

DINING ROOM CHAIRS

b37c
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Tuesday-Friday

ssday-Friday

WARD 7

MRS. ROBERT PAUL, CAPTAIN
MRS. NESTOR BROWN

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

C. S. ROBERTS
GLADYS BURNS
MAYNARD HAVENER
ERVIN HASKELL
MARY HEINO
HOWARD PROCTOR

,

MRS. ETHEL CONNON

MRS. BERTHA CASSENS
MRS. FRANK BRIDGES
MRS. DOROTHY BREWER

The citizens of Rockland have never failed to over-subscribe a Red Cross appeal.

GREGORY'S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Let’s keep the record clean! Rockland has nearly 1000 boys and girls in the
service. Let’s back them to the limit. Give more than you ever did before!
ROCKLAND RED CROSS WAR FUND,
Arthur F. Lamb, Chairman.
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World Parish Day

looked after them, only I’d catch
them slipping in and out of mine at
WARREN
queer times of the day. But I
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
thought I only imagined it. I also
Will Be Observed By Warren
suspected they were listening in
ALENA
L STARRETT
MRS. ISABBL LABE
Baptists Next Thursday;
the corridor outside. One evening a
Correspondent
Correspondent
couple of the pilots were down from j
Interesting Ceremonies
ft ft ft ft
Malang—going back the same night
Tel. 49
3
—sitting on my bed while we talked
Telephone 78
7a I over new orders, and somehow a
^7 feeling grew on me we were being I Miss Priscilla (Storer, a student
Alewives of the season have been
watched. I whispered to the others j at Wellesley College, has returned
sold
to the Medomak Canning Co.
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
to go on talking, slipped off my
of
Winslow
’
s
Mills
for
75
cents
a
to
her
studies
after
passing
a
few
shoes, tiptoed to the door. Just as
bushel, which is between 85 and 90
I opened it I caught a glimpse of a days with her parents. Mr. and
white
robe
flitting
around
the
corner.
cents a barrel more than received
Mrs.
Alfred
Storer.
Levitt
Storer,
Z WHITE
W.N.U.PCATUfttS
When I got out into the blacked-out a student at Gov Dummer Acad
last year for the surplus catch. The
CHAPTER XVI
you ought to look at that big de luxe corridor, I could see nothing. But i emy, is passing his vacation at his
fish caught by the town crew’ will
hotel which was the unofficial capi- then I was sure.
be delivered at the fish house here,
“The Dutch made us steel tripo s taj
java rs jobby, bar, and din"That night I slept with my brief i home.
Adrerttoemento tai thia column not to exceed three Unea t»according to first selectman George
Miss Joyce Johnsen, home dem
for them in a machine shop, but we ing room were crowded with uni case under my pillow. In addition
aerted once for 25 cento, two times for 50 cents
Additional
W .Starrett. The past two sea
had a hell of a time getting anyone forms—British, Dutch, and Ameri every bed was provided with a Dutch onstration agent, will speak on
Unes five cents each for one time; 10 cento for two tlmee. Fits
to dig the holes. We twere flying can. It looked like a Hollywood cos- widow. At first the American pilots "Food Fights for Health.’’ Thurs
sons the alewives have been canned
small words to • line.
__
missions and couldn’t do it our-, tume paradei
Special Notice: All “Mind ads" as called Le
didn’t know what to make of this day at 2 o’clock at the Baptist
by the Ramsdell Canninng Co of
I
took
the
selves. So Silva and
LMnts which require the answers to he sent to The
"It was an enormous high- and would kick them out on the floor.
Rcckland for the government, as
truck and went into Madiun. On ceilinged spacious thing, open to the I should maybe explain that a Dutch vestry.
Gasette office lor handling, cost 28 eents addltionaL
lease-lend supplies. The first were
Elsie Mank, director of District
the street corners we saw a bqnch soft Javanese air—little tropical widow is a long padded bolster, and
then processed as are the fresh
of natives standing around picking birds would fly in and out of the if you sleep with it between your 8, spoke Tuesday before the Wom
salmo
nof the west coast. Received
their teeth or scratching their bot dining room and roost on the gleam- knees, it keeps your legs from press an’s Club of Union.
toms. We argued they must be Jap ing chandeliers.
from the alewife pack of 1943. was
ing together and sweating in the
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig is visiting her
sympathizers, or else they would
AUTOMOBILE car key on chain
“The Dutch are great eaters, and tropical heat. After a while the sister, Mrs. Harry Connell in
the sum cf $1978.19. Cost of tak
WE are booking orders for Bed
found. Owner may have same by pay
have been busy helping win the war. they have something they call reis- pilots began to like them.
Chicks
from
oar
Maine
U.
S.
Pullorum
ing the fish by the town amounted Clean Flock, for April and May deliv ing for this advertisement______ 22-lt
So we pulled out our .45's, and by a taffel. You order it and then sit
"But that night I went to sleep Providence.
to $1694.88, hence the net proceeds ery L. B BOKES and SON. Tel 2261.
GOLD rim glasses lost at High
coincidence they all got into that back and eat while twenty-three wondering about the white shape
Elmer Eugley was a visitor Wed
Rev. A. F. Ufford
Camden______________ _____________
School, March 7. MRS. LUKE DAVIS.
to the town amounted to $283.31.
truck, and dug us some of the nic waiters line up and walk by your ta I’d seen flit around the comer. It nesday in Damariscotta.
WE are now booking orders for Sexed Tel. 872R_________________________ 22*1^
est foxholes you ever saw. After ble, each carrying a different sauce seemed about the same size as the
World Parish Day will be observed I The High School minstrel. "The or Straight day old Rhode Island Red
Schools close Friday for a week’s
NOTICBIs hereby given of the losa
that, when the alarm would go off or fish or bowl of relish or rice. waiter who had been staring at me
from our Maine U. S Approved of deposit book numbered 7362 and
Thursday at the Baptist Church in Mirthquake,” will be presented to- Chicks
vacation.
Pullorum Clean Flock
Hatches every the owner of said book asks for du
we could run to those foxholes and I tried it once and managed to live in the dining room for the past three
Order early for dM* P^^- plicate in accordance with the provi
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald attended Warren, starting at 5 p. m., with a night at 8 at Glover hall, followed Monday
swing a gun—-we knocked down five by eating only every other course, days. Only staring isn’t quite the
ence.
Telephone 33W
HUGH W sion of the State Law. KNOX COUN
Zeros with them in the short tinge but your true colonial Dutchman will word. Because this particular little the Farm and Home Week in social hour, and continuing with the by a dance Tire proceeds will be LITTLE. Rockland. Me.
l»t‘ TY TRUST CO.. Union Branch, by
supper period at 6 and the evening divided among the four classes and
Lendon Jackson, Treas.. Rockland. Me.
we were there.
! stoke in all twenty-three into his big chili-picker had glassy eyes like a Orono.
March 17. 1944____________ ~
22 F 26
"We were fixing up our planes, ■ jx»t, drenching the layers down with turtle. I could never catch them di Mrs. William Grover has bought service opening at 7.30. Rev. A. the student council. Catchy rouWANTED
RADIATOR cap found on Main St.
too. Our tail guns had finally cured mugs of beer.
on me, but I had the feeling it the William Sprague house in West S. Bishop, the pastor, has arranged tines and specialties have been
Wednesday.
May be had by paying
the Japs of making attacks from be"in ^e bar you might see the rectly
an interesting and worth while pro- worked out by Principal Perkins,
for tills advertisement at THE COU
was I he was interested in.
Waldoboro.
BOARDERS wanted; 9 Grove St. RIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
hind. Now they were coming in at boys „f patrol Wing 10 in from re22-23
22 23
"Two nights later Lieutenant Jachas charge of the endmen. TEL 579R
Mrs. Celia Gross of Hallowell gram, and speaker will be, Rev. A
all directions, hunting for our soft connaissance, drinking Daiquiris
RATION Book No. 4. lost. WILLIAM
LIGHTER CAPTAIN wanted. To go
F. Ufford, missionary in China since
Verna Robinson, who has full
spots, feeling us out like we were (this hotel was Navy billeting head quet came up from Malang. By the spent the week-end in town.
20*F-22
we had finished work it was so
Master of Sand Lighter Eureka. 471 LEONARD. Owl s Head.
some dame on a sofa, but mostly quarters), and often I would see my time
1908,
a
native
cf
Fairfax,
Va.
charge
of
the
music,
will
put
over
gross tons, operating on Massachusetts
Clyde Sukeforth of the Brook
late
I
suggested
he
’
d
better
spend
NOTICE
—
is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
they were hitting us head-on, be old Hollywood
Maine Coasts. Good pay for right of deposit book numbered 2841 and
High School class the night with
Rev Mr. Ufford has spent 32 years toe ticklin« rhythms, in chorus work and
T .
W 4 Vss lllv.
me. AI put ssiy
my brief lyn Dodgers, has gone to New
man BOSTON SAND & GRAVEL CO . the owner of said book asks for du
cause they discovered that in the mate, John
Robertson, sitting there case under
fflow as usual Qn
113 First Street. C&mbrldze, Mass. Tel plicate in accordance with the provi
York, after spending the Winter in Shaohing, his chief work during and *n the specialties.
1 Kit"
z-k « 1 — tfv avery
V « r handsome in
nose we had only a single little .30- i in
his offV fr-khours,
Kirkland 6200. F O. WILDER
22 23 sion of the State Law KNOX COUNthis
particular
night
it
contained
that
period,
being
the
care
and
nurj
Schools
will
close
today
for
one
ot his home in town.
caliber. I guess the designers, aft- | his Naval cilot’s uniform, and with
bv Lendon Jackson
BRAIDED rug wanted. Size 8x10 or TY TRUST CO
something
so
important
I
don
’
t
even
er putting in those tail guns, had him was the most beautiful girl in like to talk about it now. Maybe
The Woman's Club met Tuesday ture of the Chinese Churches, wee^9x12. Bright colors with wine, ma Treas., Rockland. Me March 9. 1944.
20 F 24
figured they could rest on their lau- , Surabaya.
that was why I slept uneasily. Or afternoon. Mrs. Fannie Gray sub whose membership over that third I Tlie Pleasantville Farm Bureau roon or garnet border. Colors to be ' OAS A Ration Book lost. RALPH
rels, but you can never do that long
of
a
century,
has
grown
from
100
to
I
will
meet
Tuesday
at
10.30
at
the
I
p^r^md^escrtption
to
ray
"She had dark hair, and an almost maybe because the whole outlook stituting on a program at almost
STARRETr. So Union.
20*F 22
in a war.
22-24
ghostly pale face that was sad in re for the war was so bad. I realized a moment's notice. She used as 1,400. For many years he served home of Mrs. George Starrett. The I mills. Auburn. Me.
“So we got busy there on Madiun i pose. Then a smile would quickly in the Philippines I had only been
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost.
EMMA
GOOD clean used cars wanted. E O.
Field. We mounted a big ,50-caliber i light it up, and you’d wonder how lucky, and I might never get out of subject "Origin of the Red Cross," as evangelistic adviser to the hostess will serve coffee, and mem- PHILBROOK & SON, 632 Main St. Tel PETERSON. 17 Myrtle St.. City. 20*F 23
Chekiang-Shanghai Baptist Asso- tors will take box lunch in order 466W, Rockland __________________ 21 26
down in the navigator’s compart- )
BLACK Cat, lost straight haired,
you could ever have thought that. Java. It was very hot, and in the Tea was served by the committee.
with small white spot on neck. Please
ment, rigging it so it would fire out And the most beautiful legs in the distance a thunderstorm was mut Mrs. Fannie Gray, Mrs. Dora Yorke elation Since the outbreak of . the to shorten the dinner hour, for the
SMALL Cretrac Tractor with good TELEPHONE 876J._______________ 21*23
and motor wanted. WM. HALL.
of the ventilator. And for good city. When she’d walk through the tering as it moved toward the city. and Miss Grace Yorke.
Sino-Japanese war, July 7. 1937, day will be devoted to "Caring For track
SATURDAY night between 8 30 and
Hope, Maine. Tel. 8 15.__________ 21*22
measure we stuck in another .30- bar clinging to John’s arm and look
11.00 o'clock mans black fur-lined
Mr. Ufford has been engaged in an the Sick In the Home. Miss Joyce
"Anyway,
I'd
been
lightly
asleep
Ladies
’
night
was
observed
by
EXPERIENCED
young
woman
4
want
caliber.
glove lost. Finder pilease TEL ROCK
ing up at him, even the oldest and
21*22
"Since then they’re carrying out crabbiest admiral would rustle a lit for about an hour when a glare the Brotherhood in the Baptist ever increasing program of relief Johnson, home demonstration agent ed for general housework in family of LAND, 612.
two;
Includes
cooking.
MRS.
CHARLES
■ ■1
a
this idea at the factory, but the only tle in his chair and lean out to give awoke me. It was a flashlight, held vestry’, with more than 40 present administration. Just before return-1 wiI1 ** Present- Anyone wishing to SHELDON. 56 Masonic St., city.
2ltf
way any factory can learn what is them a formal inspection. The very close—a haze of yellow light Rev Frederick Heath, president cf ing home on furlough. December, take the course, who is not a mem
USED
fishing
tackle
wanted.
Fly
FOR SALE
needed is from the combat crews younger Naval pilots envied John to coming through the mosquito net tlie society, presided.
and bait casting rods. Sporting
Joseph 1941, accompanied by his wife, he ber of the Farm Bureau, may do so reels
ting
over
my
face.
But
in
this
haze
Goods
Dept
Tel.
205.
H.
H.
CRIE
themselves.
contacting Mrs. George Starrett or
the point where they would have hat
21-23
HARDWOOD for sale, sawed to or
"Those Jap pilots were smart. ed his guts if they hadn’t liked him I could see that the same fist which Hubbar^ of Wiscasset spoke on faced great danger in bringing hos Mrs. Walter Starrett. The second <Sc CO
der. Delivered In Camden, Rockport,
MAKE
BIG
EARNINGS
NOW
held
the
flashlight
also
held
a
steel
pital
and
other
supplies
through
"Cuba" and Rev. Clayton Richard
They’d fly their machines dressed so much.
Rockland. Thomaston
Celling price.-.
AND AFTER THE WAR!
knife, and that its point stuck down spoke also. Selections were sung the Japanese blockade of the China installment of this course will be
ROBINSON.
Tel.
8 21.
like natives, so if they bailed out
Instruction, Male. Look into oppor CLIFFORD
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There are 66 seniors in the class contest consisting of two parts: meeting will be held next Tuesday , dormitory overnight, attended class
Frank Osgood. U.S.N. has be^n
tests to determine scholastic apti- at Henry Keller’s farm, West Rock- ,
of 1944.
spending a short leave with his
es and visited various buildings on
• • • •
ture, general culture, and traits and port. The present situation will be ]
parents Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Os
the campus. These girls were se
The Junior and Senior Vocational personality; and. the informal part, discussed and changes that may be
good.
lected for this trip as a result oi
classes spent Tuesday visiting at consistings of personal interviews | necessary next year.
their fine presentation of demon
Haymond MacDonald spent Mon
Snow’s Shipyard Inc. The senior and some form of group activity. | Pou'-itrymen should watch their
strations on local 4-H programs.
day and Tuesday in Rockland.
boys were there during the forenoon Several Freshmen scholarships will egg production very closely for un
Four new members joined the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ewell of
and the junior boys during the af be awarded to both men and women,1 less a flock of birds are producing George’s Valley Hustlers 4-H ol
Worcester, came here Sunday,
ternoon. Mr. Grinnell, instructor the number and amount depending 50 % they are not meeting their ex Appleton bringing the total to 13
called by the illness of Mr. Ewell's
of machine shop, accompanied the upon the number and qualifications penses. Keep egg production over members carrying on 15 food pro
lather Charles Ewell.
boys Mr. Cummings, head of the of the applicants. The awards w— 50% by careful culling.
Mrs. Lamont Wadleigh and son
Beeman Oxton of West Rockport, duction projects. The group re
vocational department of the High cover full or half tuition for the first
ceived instruction on starting seeds
TENANT’S HARBOR
Billy returned Monday from WinRay Thurston cf Union, and Donald
School, takes this opportunity to [ two terms in college
indoors from their leader, Kari
There will be no preaching serv thank the management of Snow's
. i^inort. They were accompanied
Johnson of Jefferson, attended the
Johnson, when they met at his
by Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh, who will ice in the morning Sunday, but and all foremen whd/-o co-operative
In the Physics class, Wednesday, orchard meetings during Farm and
heme March 10. A special meeting
visit relatives here.
[ Sunday School will be in session at , ir* making this trip possible lor the some glass samples were passed Home Week.
will be held March 24. to prepare a
Stanley Letson of Portland was . 10 30 and it is expected that a song bovs
David Chapman of Damariscotta,
around. This was fiberglass, some of
demonstration
for the Grange pro
overnight guest Tuesday at the 1 and praise service will be held in I
• • • •
which was as soft as angora. This was the offcial Knox-Lincoln Farm
home of Capt. and iAfrs. A. ^4. ! the evening to which everyone is
copy of “NTaster IVfariner and is used for reinforcing plastics, fil Bureau delegate to the annual gram in the near future, at which
Miller.
j welcome. Prayer meetgig is held other Poems” iby Miss Anna E. tration, and other mixtures. Some meeting of the State Farm Bureau time also, the club will present the
Victor Knowlton. S2c. U.S.N has • each Wednesday night.
I Coughlin has been presented to the are in the shape of small glass fibers Federation he.d at Orono during local Red Cross chapter with a sum
returned to Sampson, N. Y , after
Several members af Puritan Re- ' school by the author who said, ”1 which are very ibrittle, which have Farm and Home Week Mrs. Helmi of money the club has earned
spending a leave of 21 days with bekah Lodge were guests Tuesday of i am sending to the High School U- the same uses as the other. A skit Ranta of Rcckland was the official through collection of waste papers
and fat.
his i>arents, Mr. and Mrs. Llewel- Rcckland Ledge and report an en- 1 brary in recognition of tfie able, on “Glass’’ accompanied the class woman delegate.
Members ctf the Amateur Farmers
,vnKnowlton.
' joyable time Interest in Puritan gjndly, cheerful spirit of the mem- work, in which Ernest Munro was
With The Homes
of West Rockport have reported
Mrs RitaWilliams went Monday | bodge is progressing rapidly of late,! ix,rs of the JunicT Typewriting the announcer and Vance Norton
A training class for the foods collection of 112 pounds of waste
lo New York for a short visit, with | several candidates having recently class. a copy of -Master Mariner.* was the informant.
>
leaders
meeting, “Family
Food fats this year.
,
Mr. Williams who has recently i been admitted to membership.
• • • •
Thanking them for their aid in typPlans” was held March 11, in Bur
The
Singing
Sewing
4-H
of West
been inducted into the army.
Everett Watts lias bought the jng j arrl very truiy yours, Anna E.
The National Thespian Society
kettville
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Nettie
Rockpcrt
worked
ert
projects
at
Mr and Mrs. James Hanley have ' Barney Rawley house which was coUghlin.”
i
I I’ will meet at 7.30 next Tuesday even
Atumed from a vLsit in Boston iowned by the late Clarence Rawley.!
• • • •
*1-M ing in Room ,14. The initiation of Grinnell. Mrs. Addie Tenney, East their March 4 meeting at the home
and w’ith Mrs. Hanley’s parents, j Mr. Watts and family will move J oilman Ramsdell, 7th grade, du/- 10 members is planned. This meet Union; Mrs. Leta Tibbetts, Mrs. Ja of their leader. Mrs. Mary Andrews.
Mi' and Mrs. Harvard Burgess.
from the Re.d Pierson house to ing his spare time, made a Code ing will also be the occasion for the net Johnston, Washington; Mrs. Mildred and Mary Tolman and
Gladys Linscott, Mrs. Carolyn Gladys Parker made whole wheat
The surgical dressings unit cf their new property shortly.
Sending Set, made up of a Signal first showing erf the Thespian Pro
Leigher, Mrs. Nettie Grinnell, Bur muffins, sewing gifls practiced darn
Corps, U S. Army battery ,a door ject Play, “Freedom of Religion.’’
kettville, attended. This meeting ing. The club has voted to donate
I buzzer, and a telegraph key. He All former Thespians especially
Includes information on food con tc the local Red Cross and to the
i loaned it to Mr. Sturtevant to use those home on furloughs, are cor
ditions
for 1944, fighting waste in funds for a local honor roll plaque.
in the General Science classes for dially Invited to' attend.—Charlotte
the home, the fat situation, and I H. W Van Deman, leader of the
sending code.
cooking with soy flour and grits.
‘Scotta Scratchers 4-H club, of
• • • •
“
Family
Food
Plans
”
is
scheduled
Damariscotta discus’sed
various
At the Senior High assembly,
Attendance sheets are being made
Tuseday morning. Principal Blais- for the forenoon toy Muriel Adams in followinng communities in the varieties of seeds best suited to
announced the proceeds ol an(j Doris Chaples, and for the af- next few weeks: Burkettville, March Maine climate with the members at
29; Camden, March 22; Edgecomb, their March 3 meeting. Plans for
Kippy Karnival for each class as ternoon by Mary Studley.
April 11; Pleasantville, April 11; the St Patrick's Day 4-H social to
• • • •
follows: Freshmen, $94 89; Sopho
and Sheepscot. Mlarch 15.
be held at the school tonight, were
mores. $77 27; Junior, s$57.47; Sen
The fallowing persons will make
discussed.
iors, $10854; entertainment, $457.50; up the stage committee for the
4-H jClub Notes
A quizz to review the parts of the
junior high, $47 11; program book, State-One-Act Play contest pre
Janet Winchester and Rutl
sewing
machine and basting holders
$53; Junior Class play, $261 42; Kar liminaries which take place In the Grinnell, members of the Jolly
were
subjects
at the third meeting
nival toall. $1 51. After general ex auditorium March 3t. Stage man Hustlers of Burkettville, gave a
of
White
Gak
4-H
of North W u'ren,
penses were deducted, the net pro ager, Albert Hallowell; assistant demonstration on the 4-H program
held
at
Mrs.
Elsie
Wallace’s. Mrs.
ceeds were $733.74, the largest stage manager, Dcuglas Curtis; at Farm and Home Week. Their
Hazel Gammon, leader, was m
amount ever made at the Kippy members of the stage crew, James
charge
ctf the program for the day.
Karnival.
Bums, Ervin Wooster, Lawrence to attend the annual Debating Tour- ,
Seeds
and fertilizers for Spring
• • • •
Blood. William McLellan. Robert nament, held at Bates College. I
planting
were discussed by Bernal
Colby College is offering ‘‘State of MacWilliams, Morris Perry and
Members of the team were: Aff.,
j Maine Scholarships,” applications
Robert Gatcombe.—Charlotte cow Pauline Stevens and Douglas Cur Jewett, leader, and members of the
Happy Homemakers 4-H of Aina,
I for which must -be submitted not an.
tis; Neg., Joan Abbott and Ronald
March
3.
later than April 15. The dates of
• • • •
Carver. They left in the school car
Mrs.
Anna
Hardy, club agent, gave
i the contest are April 28 and 29—the
An interesting exxperlment was accompanied by Mrs. Pitts, debating
a demonstration on making muffins
perfonmed in chemistry class Wed coach, and Fred E. Allen, who acted
with soy bean flour at a meting of
nesday morning which consisted ol as chauffeur during the trip
the Warren Wonder Workers 4-H
the etching of glass. This was done
The preliminary debatees began
Emily Smith and Virginia Under
by first covering a plate of glass Friday afternocai. RN.S. negative
wood were winners of a judging con
with melted wax. The wax .was team lost to the Portland and Ban
test on table setting after the dem
cooled and then names were gor high school affirmatives. The
onstration. The meeting was held
scratched into the wax. Next the Rockland affimative lost to the Lew
at the heme of the local leader,
plate was covered .with hydroflonc iston negative and won from Ste
Mrs. Edna Moore.
acid and left to dry overnight. In vens High School with Pauline SetLouisiana is the king of the sugar
the morning the wax was scraped vens cited as best speaker.
cane
states. Its output is usually
from the glass and there remained
They remained overnight at the
more
than half, the total annual
the name erf each student and Mr. college dormitories and attended the
harvest.
Sturtevant, etched on the glass.— final debates held Saturday morn
Norina Blom.
ing. They enjoyed a grand dinner
• • • •
at the DeWitt Hotel in Lewiston and 3 4/06
In speed drills, conducted in the returned home Saturday afternoon.
.
pou
Junior Typewriting class this week,
Tuesday morning there was pre
foam
Barbara Allen wrote at 72 words per sented a debate between the RHS.
minute; Vina Delmonico at 67; Lois affirmative and negative teams as
Clark, 65; Aimee Karl, 63; Barbara the assembly program, with the ■ 5
Mealey, 54; Evelyn Sweeney, and same national high school question
Vingina Derby, 52; Norma Rams for debate, “Resolved: the United
•
dell, Glennis Ames, Sylvia Adams, States should join in reconstituting 6
Barbara Brewer, Elizabeth Sawyer, the League of Nations.’’—Joan Ab 5
Doris Chaples, Norma McCrillis, 50. bott.
• • ♦ •
• • • •
Rehearsals are gong on in Miss
A sccial Is toeing given tonight by
Hughes’ room for a play to be given the Student Council members, -with
in the near future for the Junior admittance by activity tickets. There
High Assembly, “Party Favor.” will be a basketball game between
|6» AT HOME
Also a play “Traffic” which promises Rockland High girls and Thomas
VOVR GROCER
to be interesting.
ton Alumnae at 7. Music for danc
e •e •
needs this
ing will be given by the Jive Bomb
Miss Nichols’ room was given Its ers and there will be movies, in
HELP
from vou
Spring cleaning this week by the cluding comics, shown in the audi
efficient cleaners, Lucille Koster. torium. Committees: Music, Sher
Get Rid of
for smoother performance—better economy- Carolyn
61
Chisholm, Hilda Johnson, win Sleeper and William McLellan; I
Carbon in
Christine Flood, Beverly Brewer, decorating. Fred E. Allen and Joan 3
IS.
greater dependability
Combustion
Barbara Goldsmith and Florence Look; entertainment, Louise Veazie
P
Egan.—Charlotte Cowan.
and Betty OTtrien; refreshments, 6|
Chamber
0 0 0 0
Marion Johnson and Donald Mc
SLUDGE RUINS CAR ENGINES .. .“DE-SLUDGING” WILL GIVE
The Red Cross Fund is going very Lellan; clean-up, Lincoln M)cRae
well in both Senior and Junior and Donald Kelsey.
2^
YOUR CAR NEW LIFE-BRING YOU ALL THESE BENEFITS:
Stop Oil Pump
High More than $60 has been con
ing and Spark
tributed, with the auditorium ahead.
—Charlotte Cowan.
Plug Fouling
1. Give you better gasoline economy.
,
• • • •
March 10, the debating team leirt
UTSTANDING in comfort, service and
2. Restore complete lubrication to all vital parts of
Remove Sludge
£ Z environment. An address of prestige.
your engine.
Guest rooms that express charm and in
and Carbon
3.
Eliminate
corrosive
and
damaging
chemical
deposits
dividuality.
Deposits
which contaminate your lubricating oil.
the Red Cross wiU meet Tuesday
afternoon and evening. A large
attendance is requested as there is
a rush order for the dressings.
Services for Mrs. Sarah Lawry
were held Tuesday afternoon at
the home cf Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Young. Rev. C S. Mitchell officiat
ing. Interment was in the Cum
mings Cemetery. The bearers were
A H Ccbb, Pearl Calderwood. Ar
thur Pears aed H E Wilson. Those
frem out cf town to attend the
service were Mrs Lawry’s daughter
Mrs. Mabel Dunlap of Quincy,
Mass, and son Charles of Rock
land.
v

VINALHAVEN

STS
4 three lines ta
ints. Additional
two times. Firs
L e. sdrertlssto The Cssrlsr-

____ _____________ J

.ND FOUND
car key on chain
tay have same by payi ve rtlsement______ 22-lt

glasses lost at High
MBS LUKE DAVIS.

22’lt

[ereby given of the loss
k numbered 7362 and
(aid book asks for durdance with the provi
de Law. KNOX CO (J Is Union Branch, by
Treas., Rockland. Me.

22-F 26

found on Main St.
oy be had by paying
lsement at THE COUOFFICE
22-23

No 4, lost,
s Head.

WIIJ.IAM

20*F-22

ereby given of the loss
numbered 2841 and
aid book asks for du•dance with the provlle Law KNOX COUNbv Lendon Jackson
il Me March 9. 1944.
20 F 24
in Book lost.
Union.
3 and 4 lost.
EMMA
Myrtle St., City. 20*F 23

lost straight haired.
■ spot on neck. Please
6J_______________ 2P23
light between 8 30 and
mans black fur lined
ler please TEL. ROCK 21*22

SALE
for sale, sawed to orln Camden, Rockport,
naston. Celling prices.
JBINSON.
Tel.
8 21,
___________ 22-26
ipply Smoke-salt
and
sr the curing of Pork.
H H CRIE CO.. 328
iOS. Rockland
22-25
or sale
Call 6 to 7
,13 4
DODGE FARM.
22*23
oil cook stove. $5; 1
heel-chair. $5; garden
55 50: trunk. 21x23x28.
; tooth harrow. $14: 1
Kith harrow. $10 for
F
PRESCOTT. 29
i-________________ 22-23
sale"~ Tel. 361 W~ MRS?
Glen Cove._______ 22*25
loor sedan for sale; fully
lcally new tires. AUSNurth Appleton, Tel.
jleton.
22*23
or sale. Come, .see and
E REDMAN. 31 Main
__ ____________ 22*23
>WS carts and toys
E'S CRAFT SHOP. 14
[tor
16*F 22
jsehold contents and
ire of the D F. Stevensale at 5 High street
at 10 a. m. Sat18
Everything must
LMMONS. IPhone 1240,
________________ 22-lt
Spaniel dog for sale,
270W.
21*22
for sale. Just arrived.
H H CRIE CO., 328
205. Rockland.
21-24
practically new for sale.
6 p m
21-22
Jr sale, to freshen In a
RIGGS. South Thom_________21*22
.ER, 1942 Travelo. 20
ed TEL 199M.
week of the 20th at
tM
Tel. 117W.
21 22
all and gas range for
llarlon range, nice pot
[Iso other heaters. Iron
'ng's large coffee urn.
iN. 138 Camden St. Ted.
_ ____________ 21tf
tor sale, freshen soon.
>W. Old County Road,
id
20*22
.ale
ERNEST E LAMB.
Warren.
Tel. Warren
____________ 20*23
use for sale, first class
rth End location: 7
urnace, garage. Chance
garden
Fuel for bal“r. Quick sale desired,

WOOD. Court House.
_________ 20-23

ear-old colts for sale;
Ught 3400. nice workers;
horses, all clever, nice
CARROLL, Rockland
_____________ 20*22
igger for sale.
fully
xallop or fish dragging.
A. L ANDERSON, Cam______________ 19-22
Pre war Studio Couches,
, used, some good, and
lots of used table model
Ight case, portable, batllke new: two Phil Gas
enamel and white
[bite one with oil burnlator. ready to use. Very
' pot burner oil heater,
mpressor, with '2-horse
5-eon floor Jack. 1938
PC. first class, 1938 Oldsflrst class, 1934 Chevot classed but good, one
-ton truck extra good. I
and Ivory enamel stove
uruer in it, that I will
bargain
Does anyone
harger? I have a factory
me body ought to need
»'ay wood brooder stoves,
e some good used furnlint to be used by some> have a very nlca 60-ac$«
food road, that I will
hags, electric lights, wa*loors lumber, wood and
hy we have almost everyWashlngton. Earl Boynt of 1940. ’41. and 42
Murdick Cramer.___
has
and plenty of Gossip
the Neighbors. If you
let us know. HAROLD
ishington, Me. TeL 5-25.
Sundays.
___ _______ 18tf
house on Main St. for
is. large lot land; now
into apartments. Low
k sale. Opposite JameHas commercial poeslL SIMMONS. Rockland.

17tf
property

for

sale

la

J. HERBERT
2306 or 3170, Camden
MIC
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Farm Bureau Notes

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Americans Finer Tea
Still the Quality Leader

DE-SLUDGE

CAIN’S

MAYONNAISE

★★★★*★★★ ****** ****
Do you want

The Memory Man
Goes Into Huddle With Eddie
Blackington—They Re
call Old Timers

<Bj’ Iree Member)
As I mentioned in a recent
sketch, Eddie Blackington called at
“215” a short time since—he said
he couldn’t step more than a few
minutes but we feund so much to
talk about that he didn’t get away
until about three hours later!
’ Talk about a memory! Eddie has

* FIRST*
NATIONAL
SUPER
MARKETS
Low-Point

NO-POINT
Food Features
NO-POINT FEATURES
NATURAL COLOR-SUN RIPENED

RICHER FLAVOR-BABIJUICE

ORANGES
DOZ

216 SIZE

SWEET TENDER

BUNCb 6c

CARROTS
Florida

5a size

GRAPEFRUIT
California

'15c

2

iCtBERC

LETTUCE

2««15c

FRESh-CREtN

BEANS

29c

2

fresm-fuli pods

GREEN PEAS 2 » 29c
LOW POINT FEATURES
j •'OinTS
swtt1
2°-oz ice
tender
can IJ

RiChmOnD -

DP AC

rCAJ

RiCmmOnD - RED RIPE-5 points
19 OZ
Can
finast
- 8 POINIS
finaST - COLDtN
<
CREAM
ZOOZ
STYLE
CAN
.finaST -CO
-<
lDEn SWEET-* pTS

TOMATOES

J2<

CORN

13

CORN
finaST

- )2

12 OZ

WHOLE
KERNEL

Can

13

points

'6 OZ «
JAR IX
CREEN-10 POinIS

SLICED BEETS
DEERFIELD-ali

19.02 iOe

ASPARAGUS

NO POINT FEATURES
lU-^L 1C«

Can IJ
Shell Beans
String Beans 2 cans 29'
Prunes XV ^32
‘
PKC
T5OZ|*V
Raisins SEEDLESS PKC IX
Macaroni s!£aJ PKC X #
Gold Medal F>°“'
Sterling Salt

BROWN STAMPS Y, Z, GOOD
THROUGH MARCH 20TH.
RED STAMPS 8-A-B-C-O-E-F
WORTH 10 POINTS EACH
THROUGH MAV 20TH.

COOKED HAMS
READY TO ^AT

BUTT END 5 PTS
SHANK END 3 PTS LB

37c

3 POINTS PER POUND

*29c

PORK LOINS

BEST CENTER CuTS-0 POINTS

»37c

PORK CHOPS

a humdinger. It was fun to talk
with him, we know, or knew, so
many people in and near the Mead
ows, and we had a grand chat. Be
fore he left I asked Eddie to help
me make a list of those who have
passed on since our boyhood days—
I knew all the folks he did (and
vice versa) but I didn’t know how
many cf them were still living and
i Eddie did. It brought back memo' ries of people we had knewn in the
[ past and although tinged with sad' ness that so many of the people we
knew have passed from life to the
bosom of Mother Earth, our memo
ries on the whole were most pleas
ant.
Of course we talked about Eddie’s
famous nephew, Alion Hall Black
ington and. by the way, Ben Farn
ham gave us a second hand
“Blackie” lecture while here re
cently. Ben is a Fast Noble Grand
I.O.OF. and1 now travels all over
Massachusetts as inspector, lec
turer, ritual instructor and, well,
that’s about all I know about the
job—except that he has to play
piano solos and sing a lot.
Well, Blackie was engaged to
give a lecture some place, for the
I.O.OF. and Ben was there, had a
long talk with him and enjoyed the
lecture a lot. Ben says Blackie is
tops with a big “T“ and Ben (who
has seen andi heard' about every
thing the artists have to offer) Is
not too easy to please and you may
be sure that unstinted praise from
him means something. Hats off to
Rockland boy, Blackie!
I have listed) many of the follow
ing names in former sketches but
did not know whether thy still Were
living. No doulbt there are many
: who will remember “Hant Ingraj ham.” He, like many other rugged
j ‘ Meadowites" drove a limerock team
' for some years. John Sherer lived
next door to Hant. John burned
lime for many years in the old kiln
at the foot of Kiln Hill. A little
farther north lived Charles Sherer.
He owned a nice farm. His daugh
ter, Cora, married Obadiah Gard
ner—known by thousands as "Obe '*
Del Telman, fanner and Knox
County sheriff. Remember J. C.
Cleveland, Justice of the Peace?
First right hand turn up Kiln Hill,
first house on tha left was his
home. I used.1 to call there quite
often.
Edgar Sherer ran a grocery store
part way down “Sherer’s Hill”—a
steep hill. that. Jeff and Brad
iiButler. Remember them? J. W.
Anderson? He bought the J. C.
Cleveland farm. Anderson was
famous for his “J.W.A. cigar—I’ve
burned up a lot of them' in my day.
Darn good smoke, toq. Jim Gard
ner, Ben Gardner—he used to run
what was known as “The Tripe
Factory” and thousand1 of Rocklandites have enjoyed! its product,
j Jonathan Gardner—was an old
man when I was a young boy. Re, member “Eck” Spear? Raised a lot
I of apples. There was one Red Astrakan tree that I well remember—
My brother and I used to sit under
that tree and eat those apples until
our teeth were ”on edge" to the
point where it hurt to even drink
water! Wow!
Remember Herb and Charles
Spear? Frank Witham? iAl Carrol?
Al Lovejoy? Jim, Gard andi Ernest
Tolman? Ed Grant? Jim Diamond?
Fred Morse? Frank Morse? George
Morse? Johnnie Austin? Charlie
Roakes? Will' Ulmer? Tim McNa
mara? Warren Williams? Frank
Alden? Gene iLyddie? John Kiff’
Charles Kiff? “Gil” Ulmer? John
nie Thornton?
Get on your “memory cap,” you
old timers and correct me if I call
the turn wrong.—A long list will
follow next sketch.

SnOULDtRS-i POINT

iEan

«29c

PICNICS
BONED ROLLED

FIRST NATIONAL
25c SUPERMARKETS

DESIRED-3 PTS

if

LAMS FORES

-

POINTS PER POUND

LAMB rib chops i. 41c
.Avt»

SliCED-CRaDE

BACON

a

I POINT

LB

COD FILLETS
SMELTS NO I SIZE

lb

39c

36c
LB 22c

STILL THE SAME BIC
BREAD VALUE

SOAPINE
PYREX BOWL IN EVERY PKC

23
OXYDOL
2

m£D

Single from $3.85

4. Increase oil economy and in many cases eliminate

Clean Carbon-

oil pumping.

Coated Valves

5. Improve the smoothness of engine performance.

Clean Sludge-

6. Prolong the life of your engine.

Packed Piston

BUY MOBS BONDS *

* SPEED THE V»CTO»y

Rings

"FIRST IN
SERVICE”

Clean SludgeClogged Oil

i

Screen

*4’

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN. ME.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 125«

BARKER’S GARAGE
UMTON* AOS.

a job like this?

Double from $5.50

Want a job where every hour
you work is an hour that helps
win the war?

OLDE STYLE BREAD
or LONC LOAF

Want a job that gives yon a
chance to increase your skill, or
leam a new one? A'job that
gives you new experiences, new
friends?
Then join the Women’s Army
Corps and take over a vital job
in the Army.

For full details about the
WAC, apply at any U. S. Army
Recruiting Station. Or write:
The Adjutant General, 4415 Mu
nitions Bldg., Washington 25.
D. C. (Women in essential war
industry must have release from
their employer or the U. S. Em
ployment Service) t

★★A ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

NO PRICE
ADVANCE

20-07.
LOAVES

THE RENOWNED

Kenaissauce Koont

y

an alluring «pot, with nightly floor shows, dinner
and supper dancing. Adjoining is fhe Rendezvous
Cocktail Lounge and Tamworth Bar. Lower lobby —

New Cafe Royal (Air Conditioned), intimate cocktail
lounge and exclusive Men's Bar.
GEORGE A TURAIN
CLARENCE E HYDE
Rrejukrtf an<f Genenil Manafcr
Troaiurer

LARGE
PKG

BABY FOODS
STRAINED
or JUNIOR CAN

19c

O

C

DUZ
2 MED PKCS 19c

19

GERBER'S
"Tc
Z

PKCS

23 C
Woodbury : 7oct7 1 I- 23‘
7___
CllANS WIIMOU’
.o. 15'
cero
OB BIN SING
15*
Borax 20-mule *eam
washing

Boraxo

hand cleaner

p/g15

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

Tuesday-Friday
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at 6 15. Bible Class Thursday at
7 o'clock.
Services at the Baptist Chuch:
Sunday School, 3 45; morning serv
ices at 11 o o’clock, subject, “The
Problem cf Suffering.” Anthem.
“The Choir Invisible,” by E. W.
Hanscom. Two piano accompani
ment by Mrs. Grace M. Strout and
Miss Grace Paulsen. Second An
them. “Crossing The Bar,” by Tennyson-Barnby, in memory of EdI ward O’B. Burgess. Evening sub
ject, “The Man Who Forgot God.”
Tuesday senior choir rehearsal and
the beys Handcraft class. Monday
night Junior Choir rehearsal. There
will be no prayer’meeting Thurs
day
Mrs. EdW'ard Coates (Lucille
Smith) is a surgical patient at
Knox Hospital.

THOMASTON
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent

ft ft ft «
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The Baptist Mission Circle will
meet Tuesday at 2 with Mrs. Dora
Kalloch, High street.
The refresher course in Air
Craft Recognition has been post
poned.
The Beta Alpha will meet with
Mrs. Rolannd Morse on Kr.ox
street, Monday night. Each is to
take a grab, also a collection for
th.e Red. Cross.
Mrs. Adelle Roes will be hostess
to members of the Star Circle of
Grace Chapter, Tuesday, at her
WORKERS FOR RED CROSS
home ir Rockport.
' The quota for the ThomastonMachinnist Mate lc Arthur Cushing group in the Red Cross
Bucklin of the U S. Navy, is hav
ing a 30-day leave with his parents War Furd campaign is $2945 to be
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Bucklin. This collected this month. A house-tois his first time home for three and house canvass is being made in
a half years.
both towns.
In Thomaston the canvassers are:
“World Parish Day” at the Bap
tist Church will be observed Wed The Meadows by Mrs. Jean Butler,
nesday at 5 p. m There will be a I Brooklyn Heights, Miss Ruth But
general “get together’’ in the ves ler; Main street, from Wilson’s
try, with a buffet supper at 6. In Filling Station to Georges street;
the evening there will be a most Mrs. Barbara Crute; Georges,
interesting guest speaker. It is North and Booker streets, Miss
hoped that every member of the Mildred Demmons; Erin to Pine
church and parish will be present including Elm and Dwight streets;
Mrs.
Lillian
Comery;
Water
to enjoy a good time.
The rehearsal of the Star offi street. ’Mrs. Anne Donaldson; Dunn.
cers will1 be held Sunday at 3 Elliot and Gay streets; Mrs. Na
omi Elliot: Main from Gilchrest to
o'clock at the Masonic Temple.
The Republican caucus will be Erin, Miss Alice George;
Green, Mechanic and Ludwig
held tonight at 7 30 p. m. at Watts
hall, to elect delegates and alter Sts., Ella K. Gillchrest; Mam to
Chambers, including
nates for the State convention, Broadway
and to choose candidates for town Pine, Pleasant ond Roxbury Sts.
offi.ee in preparation for town Mrs. Roland Hahn.
meeting Monday.
Beechwoods from Henry’s to
The annual observance cf pas; Main, Miss June Henry; Beechmatrons’ and past patrons’ night wocds and Erin, Mrs. Agnes Mc
of Grace Chapter OTS. will be ob Auliffe; Hyler, Lowell and Thatch
served Vrdnesday at Masonic er, Mrs. Hildred' MoLcod; Main
Temple at 8 o’clock. All officers from Green to Wadsworth, Miss
are a.ked to wear white.
Jane Miller; Main from Filling
Mrs. Nellie Boggs of Waldoboro Station to Oyster River, Mrs. Verna
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Norman Rcbinscn;
Knox, Fluker and
Wclf for a few days.
Thatcher, Mrs. Doris Spear; High
The Friendly Circle met at the and Marsh, Miss Ellen Nelson;
Knox Hotel as guests of Mrs. Wadsworth street, Mrs. Ada Whit
Frederick Burgess, Tuesday after ney.
noon with 16 members present.
In Cushing, Mrs. Rose Wales is
During the business session it was chairman.
announced tliat a quilt will be knot,
It is hoped that a generous re
ted in Federated vestry, March 22 sponse will meet this call as it is
at 2 p. m. and the public supper will the largest given the town. Con
be served March 28 by Rev. H. F. tributions may be left at the Thom
Leach, Forest Stone, Dr. E. R. aston National Bank or given to a
Mess, F. L. S. Morse and Charles member of the Executive Board if
Knights.
more convenient—R. O. Elliot,
There will be no mass at Saint chiairmtfn; Mrs. Eliza W. Walker,
James Catholic Church until the vice chairman; Edward Dornan,
first Sunday in April.
Wilbur Strong, Christine Moore
Services at the Federated Ch’ roll and Jessie M. Stewart, secretary.
Sunday with Sunday School at 9 45;
morning services at 11 o’clock;
SWAN’S ISLAND
morning subject, “Words that Keep
Mrs. Lillian Soule of Boston and
Men on Their Feet.” Anthem: “I her son Richard Kent who is in
Need Thee," by Bon Berge. Evening the Merchant Marine arrived
subject: “Establ.il lng the Things Thursday at their Summer home,
that Remain.” Epworth League the latter being on a month's fur
lough.
Volunteer workers on the Red
Cross drive are: Roscoe Joyce,
chairman, Atlantic; Mary Trask
and Phyllis Staples, Swan’s Island
side; Abbie Stanley and Bessie
Thompson, Minturn side.
The Gospel Song Service met
FIRST— rub t hroat, chest, and back
with Vicks VapoRub at bedtime. Wednesday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe Joyce and an ice
THEN—spread a thick laver of
VapoRub on the chest and cover
cream social jvas also enjoyed.
with a warmed cloth.
'Rev. Carl F. Hall is in Isle au
RIGHT AWAY, VapoRub goes to
Haut
to conduct church, services.
work — loosens phlegm —cases
The pulpits this week were supplied
muscular soreness or tightness—
helps clear upper air passages—
by his wife. Rev. Gretchen H. Hall.
relieves coughing.
Brings wonderwondcrg. Brings
Guy Lunt has arrived home after
ful comfort * “
spending
the Winter on the main
and invites
restful sleep.
land.

Lions Ladies’ Night

Eighty Attended Happy Af
fair At The Thorndike—
Hildreth Guest Speaker

Horace A. Hildreth, the guest
speaker

The return of the Rockland Lions
Cluib to its former “den” * in the
Thorndike Hotel was a triumphant
event Wednesday night, combining
as it did, the always popular feature
“ladies’ night.” Included in the
group, which numbered about 80,
was a goodly and jolly delegation
from Camden, and a special wel
come awaited Lion Frank A. Tirrell,
whose absence from the meetings
in recent weeks, was necessitated by
another hospital ordeal, from which
he is rallying in a most satisfactory
manner.
The guest speaker, Horace A. Hil
dreth, was acccmpenied by his wife,
and that charming lady was re
ceived with the never-failing hos
pitality of Knox County folk.
It was the first banquet of sizable
proportions since the Thorndike
Hotel reopened its doors and to
Manager Berliawsky and his asso
ciates goes the admiration of those
who marked the ease ana speed
with which the various courses (were
served. The piece de resistance was
Baltimore broilers. .
King Lion Lawrence J. Dandeneau presided in his usual happy
manner at the head table, and
leonine headgear is doffed in honor
of the fine service performed by the
entertainment committee compris
ing William H. Romanoff and J. N.
Southard.
The Lions bell which was “pil
fered” by a Camden delegation sev
eral weeks ago made its reappear
ance somewhat mysteriously, and an
attempt to repeat that heinous crime
was nipped in the bud by Sheriff
Ludiwick and Stewart Orbeton, who
exhibited marked ability for their
age.
The singing of Lions songs was
directed toy those two experts, How-

CHEST

' Dwinal.
Laughs In Camden
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
I meet next week with. MTs. Mildred
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When the Pin-Up Boys, In
Rhodes.
E. A. CHAMPNEY
MISS NELLIE AMES
The
Red
Cross
rcoms
will
be
open
Feminine Attire, Defeated
Correspondent
Correspondent
Tuesday
afternoon.
There
will
be
>x zx zx zx
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Girls At Basketball
work on surg’cal dressings.
Tel. 2226
Tel. 2340
A special communication of St.
In the annual Girls’ versus Boys’
basketball game the local Pin-Up
Paul's Lodge will be held Monday
The Try to Help Club will meet
Mr. and1 Mrs.' Albert W. Hastings Boys defeated the Girls’ 31-27. The
Monday at the Baptist Church. night.
entertained
Tuesday night Mr. and boys didn’t seem to b^bothered at
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S, will
Covered dish supper will be served
Mrs.
Aubrey
L. Pearse and Mrs all by their skirts and tallied all
meet with initiation Tuesday. Picand the evening spent in tacking
Clyde Wiley of Hope and Mr. and all 31 points according to girls'
: nic suppe r will be served.
quilts.
Mrs. Austin Rankin. The occasion rules. Tim “Patty" Grindle and
I Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Moon have
Bert S. Gregory, Glen <-5ove> a“” received word from their sen Leroy was a joint birthday party for Mr. Walter “Gertie’- Wadsworth paced
nounces that he will be a candidate F Moon, stationed somewhere in Pearse and Mrs. Wiley. Cake, the boys with six points each to
for third selectman at the Town Italy that he has been promoted to ■ cookies and ice cream were served. their credit. Dwinal paced the
Mrs. Richard C. Dennison, Jr. and
Meeting Monday.
Captain. His address may be cto- ' children Richard' and Marilyn of lassies with 10 paints followed by
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples en tained from the family.
j Rankin with nine points.
Spruce Head were recent guests at
tertained at cards Wednesday Mr.
At the close of the first quarter
The pastor of the Methodist
the
Hastings
hyne.
the
Pin-Up Boys led 8-6. The
and Mrs. Clarence Carr. Langdon Church will speak Sunday at the
The
new
address
of
Vera
Easton,
Girls rallied to take the lead by
Crcckett, Rockland and Mr. and morning service on “A Young Man’s
Mrs. Ernest Crockett and Mrs. Decision,” and at the evening serv J. A. lc is Naval Hospital, WAVE a 15-14 score at the half. The Boys
Barracks, 845 Bainbridge, Md.
edge& out a 24-23 margin at the
Phyllis Kaler.
ice the theme will be “Watchful
third
1 period and maintained their
Brewster
Jameson
is
enjoying
a
John MacGregor of Newton, Mass., ness.” The Thursday night service
lead
throu^iout the fourth period
vacation
from
his
studies
at
Gov.
is visiting Judge and Mrs. Zelma will he held at the parsonage at,
to
come
out in front 31-24. One
Dummer Academy.
7 p. m.
unfortunate
lad lost his skirt in a
ard Crockett of the Rockland Club
The new address of Pvt. Dorothy
tussle
during
the third period but
and "Gil” Laite of the Camden Cluto.
NORTH HAVEN
L. Bryant ls: MC.W.RAV.R. Bks 400
time was immediately called while
An impressive and dignified Ran M. C AS., El Centro, Calif.
The Lionesses proved equal to thehe fixed it.
occasion but “Danny” was stumped dle light service worship was pre
Donald Spaulding, U. S. Navy is
When it was learned that no ref
for once in his career. The Old sented at the church Sunday, in visiting his mother, Mrs. Duncan
eree
had been obtained for the big
Gray Mare broke away from her the cast were Miss Phyllis Water Colburn.
game
Mr. Payson of the high
man, portraying youth; Miss Hope
halter on several occasions.
At the Baptist Church tonight, school faculty immediately volun
Introduced as “possibly Maine’s Ames, prosperity; Miss Hersheli The Young People's Fellowship will teered his services for which the
next Governor,” Mr. Hildreth re Haskell, wealth; Miss Erma Wither have a social and party at the Girls were very grateful. The
ceived a most cordial greeting and spoon, pleasures of the world; Al church. The Church School win leferee wore a dress of bright blue
his address on post-war work bert Gillis, religious Intolerance.
convene Sunday at 9.30. Worship color with short yellow stockings
Mrs. Stanley Quinn and Miss
earned the closest attention of the
service will be at 11. The sermon contrasting to the bright dress. He
Betty Haskell were the main char
audience.
will toe delivered by Rev. A. F. UT- wore a turban wrapped around one
acters in series of tableaux assisted
ford. Music will include an anthem little curl, also a set of blue ear
Hildreth declared1 that a prime
by a group of candle bearevs who
problem of government in postwar
and responses by the choir. The rings* Despite his outwardly ap
planning was “to help industry and were Richard Crockett, Freda Mills, Young People’s Fellowship will meet pearance in dress Mr. Payson did
not to threaten or bludgeon it to Stewart Baird, Harriet Stone. Al at 6 p. m. in the church parlor. Ves a fine job in refereeing and all
mon Ames and Corinne Mills. The
the extent that it is afraid to iry
who saw his exhibition cf the Girls’
pers begin at 7 in the vestry.
to assume the expanding economic Scripture readers having part were
rules
will agree that he did a very
Mr. and Mrs. William Daucett
Jane Shields, Elaine Gillis, Corris
role it had prior to the assumption
fair
job.
Gillis and Leona Stone. The en have returned home from a wedding
oi power by the New Deal.”
This gpme was preceded by the
trip 'to Boston.
Hildreth, said that Maine was a tire cast was supported by the choir
varsity
scrimmaging the second
Mrs. Gertrude Waterman is vis
State of small businesses and that under the leadership of Mrs. Nellie iting her daughter in Boston for two team of Boys with a 44-24 score
with the Boys’ varsity on top.
its future in this respect depended Gillis with Mrs. Orrie Woodwcrtn
weeks.
largely upon government’s attitude at .the organ. Miss Caroline Green
The Girls also had a short scrim
A shower was held recently at the mage with Capt. Fish's team set
law and Foster Morrison gave solo
to business in the postwar era.
“If private business with the parts. Mrs. Irvin Simpson arranged home of Mrs. Ray Easton in honor ting a 13-2 defeat on Capt. Stan
helpful attitude on the part of the setting so that the candle ef of Mrs. Douglass Fuller. The even ley's team.
ing was passed in playing gomes
government is unable to solve its fect was beautiful.
The Band rendered such popu
and
sandwiches
and
cookies
were
A
large
attendance
was
present,
lar pieces as “Stars and Stripes”
problems then Government will
step in but Government, in my all reporting that it was an impies- served. Mrs. Fuller received many and “Mairzey Doates.”
Thus ends the basketball season.
opinion, should not scare private sive and devotional service which is gifts. Present were Mrs. Emily
* Please note Mr. Payson also
initiative out of the field by throw a part of the youth program es Jagels, Mrs. Dorothy Young, Mrs.
ing the vast resources of Govern tablished since Mr. Rice took over Bertha Higgins of Rockland, Mrs. wore bright red fingernail polish.
ment into competition with private the pastorate here. Sincerrity and Roy Fuller, Mrs. Philip Newbert,
—By Nellie Ames
business. Government should be a demotion were manifested by the Mrs. James Trout and Mrs. Byron
McDonald. Those unable to attend
pinch-hitteT and not the lead-off young people.
FRIENDSHIP
were
Mrs. David Mills, Mrs. Marion
man in the batting order,” said
Albert J. Hussey has returned
Bassick, Mrs. Ralph Davis, Miss
MATINICUS
Hildreth.
home from Port Clyde, where he
Everett
Philbrook
was
recent
Helen Upham, Miss Marion Upham
He also urged that State Gov
passed the Winter with his daugh
ernments assert themselves and guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orris Phil and Mrs. Dorothy Thompson.
ter, Mrs. Jennie Teel. Being in 111
regain their sovereignty and “stop brook.
health,
he was accompanied home
Mr. and Mrs. Chaney Ripley have end, due to engine trouble.
being bulled around by the Fed
by
his
daughter
and Mrs. Grace
returned from Rockland where he
Mrs. Amanda Ring recently fell in
eral Government.”
Lundenson
of
Rockland
who is car
“In any kind of postwar plan had employment for the Winter. her home, and as result is quite
ing for him.
ning we must first cf all cuTb the They are moving their household lame.
Ray Orne, UBJ4. called last Fri
control of the Federal Government goods to the house on the Southday
on his aunt, Mrs. C. L. Fales.
’ REINSURANCE COR
over State Governments,” he said. end. owned by C. B. Young and will EMPLOYERSPORATION
Charles
E. Jameson. Cox. U.S.N.R.
Kansas City, Missouri
He declared that one way to do live there later.
arrived
home
Tuesday on 10-day
Assets, Dec. 31, 1943
Dot Teel has returned from a
this was by passing a constitutional
leave
from
Richmond,
Ha.
Real Estate.
$80,139 10
amendment ilimdting the amount visit with relatives in Rockland.
Mortgage Loans.
299,666 37
A farewell party will be given
19,548,985 56
The “Sunbeam” was obliged to Stocks and Bonds.
of taxes the Federal Government
Cash’In Office and Bank, 3.267,133 17 Friday night for Austin Havener
can take by way of Income Taxes* cancel her trip here over the week- Interest and Rents.
143,291 73
Ail other Assets,
851,457 63 who will leave soon for the Army,
Gross Assets.
$24,190,673 56 and for Fred Nord who is to enter
Deduct items not admitted, 355,977 86 the Navy. Mrs. C. L. Fales enter
Admitted.
$23,834,695 70 tained a party of friends Monday
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
at a clam chowder supper in honor
Net Unpaid Losses.
$8,284,891 90 of Mr. Nord.
Unearned Premiums.
4 320,838 40

COLD

All other Liabilities.
5.228.965 40
Cash Capital,
2.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 4.000,000 00

MISERY

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus,
$23,834 695 70
22 P-26

^BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
52 Province St.
Boston 9, Mass.
Asset s Dec 31. 1943
Bonds, Convention Values,
202.941 10
Cash ln Office and Bank,
20.877 50
Bills Receivable,
177 08
Interest and Rents.
2,343 72
All other Assets,
4.500 00
Gross Assets,
$230,839 40
Deduct Items not admitted,
4.500.00

VJSKS

Admitted,
$226,339 40
Liabilities, Dec. 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Losses.
$ 24.680 96
All other Liabilities.
14.363 34
Cash Capital,
100.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
78.864 10

A.

ONE COAT COVERS !

New

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.

town

England

meeting is a sort of exchange, of

news items as well as of opinions,
on
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no weight in the discussion.
rumors which may spread to the
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TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
Stocks and Bonds.
$3,823,351 47
Cash ln Office and Bank, 1,035.858 90
Agents' Balances,
303.172 74
Bills Receivable.
- 3 393 65
13 239 05
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
9.393 06
Gross Assets.
$5,188,408 87
Deduct Items not admitted, 201.426 63

Admitted.
$4,986,982 24
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
$ 116.757 55
Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums.

That’s the way it is with our

detriment of persons or causes.

papers,—and with other Maine

We uphold, instead, our policy of

newspapers, too. If something is

always

presenting

our

readers

226.339 40
18-P-22

688 633 04

390 990 42
All other Liabilities,
1.000,000 00
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2 790,601 23
Total Liabilities and Surplus.
$4.986 982 24
18-F-22

ALLIANCE INSURANCE
COMPANY
1 Liberty Street, Ney York, N. Y.
A- ets. Dec. 31. 1943
Stocks and Bsnds.
$9,394 443 78
278.707 95
Cash ln Oftl c and Bank,
214.275 08
Agents’ Balances,
27.438 00
Interest and Rents,
1,024 15
All other Assets.
AMERICAN

news, whether the subject be of

with informed and impartial re

national

porting.

interest,

or

merely

»

$9,915,888 96
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 189.796 39

Portland Press Jlerald
MAIN ST. HHRDUJRREo.
(

\pfv-

PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE ZfL"FOAMEALY VEAZiE'i"
ecu)
44IMAINST.
ROCKLAND \2b0

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS
Portland Sunday telegram
"TIIE TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS of MAINE"

*

•$9,726,092
Admitted.
Liabilities. Dec. 31, 1943
$366 028
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
2.494.083
All other Liabilities.
267.018
Cash Capital,
3 000.000
Surplus over all Llablllties.
•3.596.661

57
00
82
96
00
79

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$9,726 092 57
* On the basis of December 31, 1943
market quotations for all bonds and
stocks owned, this Company's total ad
mitted assets would ^>e Increased to
$10,113,742.57 and policyholders’ sur
plus to $4.016.3UJ»,
18-F-»4

Buy War Bonaa and Stampa

Notices of Appointment
I Willis. R. Vinal. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
ASA CHAMBERS, late of Rockland,
deceased. January 18. 1944. Arthur M
Chambers of Eastport, was appointed
Administrator, and qualified by fil
ing bond on February 5. 1944
MARGARET BISSETT. late of Vinal
haven. deceased.
February 4, 1944,
Christina T. Chrlstfb of Vinalhaven was
appointed Executrix, without bond.
HELEN M. HILTON, late of Warren,
deceased. February 9. 1944, Joseph H.
Stickney of Warren, was appointed
Executor, without bond.
HARRY C. EDGECOMB. late of Ap
pleton, deceased. February 15, 1944,
C. Earle Ludwick of Rockland, was
appointed Administrator, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
SUSIE T. SNOW, late of Rockland,
deceased. February 15. 1944. Charles
A. Tolman of Portsmouth. New Hamp
shire. was appointed Administrator,
and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
Gilford B. Butler of South
Thomaston appointed Agent in Maine.
ROSE L. PRESCOTT, late of Rock
land, deceased
February 15. 1944,
Bernice F Tibbetts of Augusta, was
appointed Administratrix, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
ALLIE J. STERLING, late of Friend
ship. deceased. February 15, 1944, Nel
lie A. Sterling of Friendship, was ap
pointed Executrix, without bond.
LENA HODGKINS LEACH, late of
Rockland,
deceased.
February
15,
1944, Vesper A. Leach of Rockland,
was appointed
Administrator
and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
NINA GREGORY, late of Rockport,
deceased. February 15. 1944, Clarence
L Gregory of Greenwich. Connecticut,
was appointed Administrator, without
bond. Mary C. Fales of Thomaston,
appointed Agent ln Maine.
HARRY L. POST, late of Rockland,
deceased
February 15, 1944, Lottie
M. Post of Rockland was appointed
executrix, without bond.
C. HELEN RUSSELL, late of Thom
as ton. deceased.
February 15, 1944.
Frank D Elliot of Thomaston was ap
pointed Executor, and qualified by
filing bond on February' 23. 1944.
WILLIE J PARKS, of Washington.
February 25, 1944, Henry Heselton of
Gardiner was
appointed Guardian,
and qualified by filing bond on same
date.
HESTER M CHASE, late of Rock
land. deceased. February 29. 1944. I,eroy F Chase of Rockland, was appoint
ed Administrator, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
JAMES HENRY ' KB&vrx. late of
Thomaston, deceased
February 15
1944. Rodney E. Jordan of Thom aston ’
was appointed administrator and qual
ified by filing bond on March 1, 1944

Attest'
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register

18 F-23

Tuesday-Friday

PORT CLYDE
Evangelistic Services

The Advent Christian Church*
will have a week of special evan-^*’
gelistic meetings frem M^rch 19
through March 26. Meetings will
be held Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and
7 p. m.. also every week night but
Saturday at 7.30. These meetings
will be under the leadership of
Leslie Mark and Robert Fil'linger,
students at the New England
School of Theology in Boston.
Mr. Mark is a second year stu
dent at the school. He is a native
of Meriden and was converted un
der the evangelist cf Port Clyde,
when he was preaching at ihe
White River Junction Camp Meet<*
ing in Vermont several years ago.
Mr. Mark also plays the trumpet
and will use it in the meetings
here.
Mr. Fillinger is a native of Los
Angeles, California, is. 20 years of
age and a third year student at
the school. Both he and Mr Mark
will sing and preach the Gospel.
Both are planning to enter tho
mininstry upon the completion of
their studies.

Now On Sale in U. S. A.
Buckley’s Canadiol
For Bronchial Cousrhs: Throat
Irritations Due To Colds
Heir's good news tor the people of
the U.S.A. CaTfhda's greatest cough
medicine is now being made and sold
light he e, and If you have any doubt
about what to take this Winter for
the common cough or bronchial Irri
tation resulting from colds get a bottle
of Buckley's CANADIOL Mixture. You
won't be disappointed—it's different
from anything else you ever used—one
little sip and you get Instant action.
Only 45 cents at Corner Drug Store
and all good druggists.
Take good
advice----- try Buckley's tonight—sat
isfaction guaranteed or mopey back.

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At
a
Probate
Court held,
Rockland, ln and for the County Ar
Knox, on the 15th day of February ia
the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and forty-four and by
adjournment from day to day from
the 15th day of said February. The
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon here
inafter indicated lt ls hereby Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
land. ln said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at
sold Rockland on the 21st day
of March. A. D. 1944. at nine o'clock ln
the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause.
FLORA M. CLIFFORD, late of Rock
port, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to F. Irv
ing Shattuck, of Mount Vernon, he be
ing the Executor named in said Will,
with bond.
j
MAGGIE L. DAVIS, late of Thom^X
aston, deceased. Will and Petition for
Piobate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Helen L.
Hallowell of Thomaston, she being the
Executrix named In said Will, with
out bond.
ESTATE LOTTIE E. STARRETT.
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Gilford
B Butler of South Thomaston, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administrator with bond.
ESTATE MARIETTA R. BLETHEN,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Gladys V,
Blethen of Rockland or some other
suitable person be appointed Admin
istratrix, without bond.
ESTATE HAROLD D. LAYR, late of
Union, deceased. Petition for Admin
istration, asking that James L. Dor
nan of Union, or some other suitable
person be appointed Administrator,
without bond.
ESTATE RALPH L HUNT, late of jb
Union, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Ralph E.
Hunt of Union, or some other suitable
person be appointed Administrator
without bond.
ESTATE MILLARD GILMORE, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for •
Administration, asking that Adella T.
Kirkpatrick of Thomaston, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administratrix, without bond.
ESTATE HARRY W BRANN. late of
Washington, deceased.
Petition for
Administration, asking that Bello A.
Brann of Washington, or some other
suitable person be appointed Adminis
tratrix, without bond.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
aklng that the name of DORIS L.
GULLICK of Rockport, be changed to
Doris L. Hartford. Presented by Doris
L. Gulllck.
ESTATE IRENE BEI.I.E WINCAPAW.
late of Friendship, deceased. First and
Final account presented for allow-_
ance by Alfred H. Morton of Frlend-Z —
ship, Administrator.
r'
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WINCA
PAW.. late of Friendship, deceased.
Petition for Distribution presented by
Alfred H. Morton of Friendship, Admr.
ESTATE ROBERT E PAYSON, late
of Rockland, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Carlton B. Payson. Admr.
ESTATE JOSEPH BASIL ALLEN
of Rockland. Petition for License to
sell certain Real Estate, situated ln
Camden, and fully described ln said
Petition. Presented by Doris A. Ru
benstein of Rockland, Guardian.
MAUDE A. .PRATT, late otf Rock
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Harry
M. Pratt, of Rockland, he being the
Executor, named In said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE ABBIE MESERVEY. late of
Warren, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Clifton W,W
Meservey of Warren, or some other*
suitable person be appointed Admin
istrator. without bond.
ESTATE FRED L. YOUNG, late of
Matinicus. deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Elizabeth E.
Philbrook, sometimes known as Lizzie
Philbrook of Matinicus.
or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administratrix, with bond.
ESTATE HARRY C. EDGECOMB, late
of Appleton, deceased.
Petition for
Allowance presented
by Sadie E.

Mrs. John M. Point
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be Miss Alice Erskine
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Chapin Class will
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GIVE MORl
TO THE RE I

Edgecomb of Appleton, widow

ESTATE NELLIE A. PERRY, late
of Rockport, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Marla V. Keller, Administratrix.
FLORENCE M. BOLDUC, late of j
Rockport, deceased.
Will and Petl<*
tion for Probate thereof, asking that?
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary issue-,
to Hattie V. Farmer of South Hope. X
she being the Executrix named ln said
Will, without bond.
WITNESS, HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WILLLW R. VINAL, Register
18-F-23

* If you suffei

> FEMAL!

You who suffer suet J
nervous Irritable blf
to functional montq
— should try Lydll
Vegetable Compour.l
symptoms. Here's ff
hxlps natvri. It Is I
machlc tonic I Foil!
tions. Worth fryr: |

LYDIA L PINKHI

Tuesday-Frida?

Tuesday-Friday

>ORT CLYDE
langelistic Services
Event Christian Churcl
1 a week of special evanj
lee tings from March 19
March 26 Meetings will
linday at 10.30 a. m. and
|lsn every week night but
it 7.30 These meetings
hnder the leadership of
Irk and Robert Fil'linger,
(at the New England
(Theology in Bcston.
Ik is a second year stu
pe school. He is a native
(l and was converted unrangelist cf Port Clyde,
was preaching at the
■r Junction Camp Meet-^"
mont several years ago.
also plays the trumpet
ise it in the meetings

I

iger is a native of Los

nalifomia,
Sale inis U.
S. A.of
20 years
third year student at
Uey
’s heCanadiol
Both
and Mr Mark
Ichial
Coughs
md preach
the: Throat
Gospel,

nons
Due to
To enter
Coldstho
planning
l,d news for the people of

upon
the completion of
CaTftda’s greatest cough
now being made and sold
:s.

nd If you have any doubt
to take this Winter for
cough or bronchial lrrlIng from colds get a bottle
CANADIOL Mixture. You
Isappolnted—it's different
ig else you ever used—ono
d you get Instant action,
ts at Corner Drug Store
d druggists.
Take good
Buckley’s tonight—satiranteed or money back.

I
I

jbate Notices
ATE OF MAINE

-sons Interested ln either
es hereinafter named:
robate
Court held
i and for the County (*
e 15th day of February ln
our Lord one thousand
d and forty-four and by
from dny to day from
y of said February. The
atters having been preiie action thereupon hereated lt ls hereby Ordered:
Ice thereof be given to all
prested. by causing a copy
Ber to be published three
tslvely ln Tlie Courler-Gaivspapcr published at Rockld County, that they may
L Probate Court to be held
Lockland on the 21st day
I D 1944. at nine o'clock ln
In. and be heard thereon If
use.
| CLIFFORD, late of RockLed. WIU and Petition for
Ireof. asking that the same
jived and allowed and that
lamentary issue to F. IrvUc. of Mount Vernon, he befeutor named ln said Will,

I DAVIS, late of Thomf*^
lsed. Will and Petition for
Ireof. asking that the same
|ved and allowed and that
lamentary Issue to Helen L.
I Thomaston, she being the
lamed In said Will, with-

LOTTrE E STARRETT.
Iren, deceased Petition for
ion. asking that Ollford
South Thomaston, or some
[hie person be appointed
[or with bond.

MARIETTA R

BLETHEN.

eland, deceased. Petition for
[ion. asking that Gladys V.
Rockland or some other
[-son be appointed Adrolnp thout bond.
Harold d. iayr, late of
Meed. Petition for Admln[klng that James L. Doron. or some other suitable
appointed Administrator,
pd.
.RALPH I. HUNT, late of jle
teased
Petition for Ada. asking that Ralph E.
ion. or some other suitable
appointed Administrator
i

MILLARD GILMORE, late
ton. deceased. Petition for •

lion, asking that Adella T.
i of Thomaston, or some
ible person be appointed
rlx. without bond.
HARRY W BRANN. late of
deceased

Petltton

for

ion. asking that Bello A.
Washington, or some other
pen be appointed Achnlnlshout bond.
' FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
I the name of DORIS L.
‘•f Rockport, be changed to
prlord. Presented by Doris

1 JOSEPH
BASIL ALLEN
J
Petition for License to

i Real Estate, situated ln
lid fully described ln said
[’resented by Doris A. Ru-

[ Rockland. Guardian.
A. •PRATT, late ctf Rocksod
Will and Petition for
(roof, asking that the same
>ved and allowed and that
stamentary issue to Harry
f Rockland, he being the
amed In said Will, without

ABBIE MESERVEY, late of
?ceased
Petition for Adii, asking that Clifton W.K/
>f Warren, or some other*
rson be appointed Admin thout bond.
FRED L. YOUNG, late of
deceased. Petition for Ad
it. asking that Elizabeth E.
sometimes known as Lizzie
of Matinicus, or some
able person be appointed
trix. with bond.
HARRY C. EDGECOMB, late
n. deceased.
Petition for
presented by Sadie B.
of Appleton, widow.
NELLIE A. PERRY, late
I.
irt. deceased.
First and
mt presented for allowance
V. Keller. Administratrix.
hat
JE M BOLDUC, late
deceased.
Will and Petl,
-obate thereof, asking that
nay be proved and allowed
Letters Testamentary Issue •»
V. Farmer of South Hope, ><

f he Executrix named In said
i>ut bond.

i. HARRY E WILBUR. Esge of Probate Court for
■ty. Rockland. Maine.

LU.IS R. VINAL, Register

18-F-23

A Silver Wedding

A Rubinstein Visit

Sent To Washington

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

This And That
Rockland Club Entertained
With Fine Program By
Thomaston Society

Social Matters
The fifth concert of the Bruns
wick Chamber of Music Society will
be given Sunday aternoon at 2.45
in Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College,
the entertainers being Louis Speyer,
cboe and English horn; Norbert
Lduga, violinist; and Frederic TU1 son, pianist. The Society is on
its eighth season, and has delighted
rr.iny thousands cf patrons.
Miss Velma Robbins, who has
been a ipatient at Knox Hospital,
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy will en
has returned to her home cn Cam
tertain the Diligent Dames of the
den street.
Congregational Church Monday
afternoon at her home on Broad
(Mrs. Frank L. Newbert enter
way, w-ith Mrs. Neil A. Fogg as as
tained
EFA. Club»Wednesday after
sisting hostess.
noon at luncheon and cards. Prizes
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. An were awarded Mrs. Cora South,
dersen, who have been spending the Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Retta
Winter at 7 Limerock street, are Cole.

Virginia Ccnnon. S2c, daughter ol
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Connon of
Rockland, after completing her basic
WAVE training five weeks ago, was
sent on direct assignment to the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in
Washington, D. C. Before entering
now at their home, 260 Talbot ave
The
last
in
a
series
of
card
parties
the service she was a junior super
nue.
sponsored by St. Bernard’s Church visor in the local telephone ex
was held Tuesday night in the change.
R. Christcpher Bird, a student
Tower Room of Community Build
at Avon Old .Farms, Avon, Conn
EDWARD OB. BURGESS
W visiting his mother, Mrs. Ruth ing. Prize winners were Miss Mary
Brown, Mrs. Lee Walker, Mrs.
Edward O’Brien Burgess died sud
<jurdy Bird, at the home of Mr.
Bernice Sprague, Mrs. Marita Han denly March 12 at his home in
and Mrs. Harry O. Gurdy,
ley, Mrs. Mae Phillips. Mrs. Maude
Thomaston.
Eaton, Mrs. Alene Drinkwater, Mis.
Mrs. Frank P. Hewett, who has
He was born April 4, 1860, cne of
Mary Jordan. Mrs. Ruth Gamache.
been spending the Winter with her
six children of William Carey and
Mrs. Carolyn Thompson, Mrs. Mollie
daughter. Mr.s. Robert Pierce in
Ladd, Mrs. Ethel Burgess, Mrs. Ann i Wakefield) Burgess, who were
Milton, Mass., returned home Wed
Doris Jordan. Mrs. Ethel Godfrey. natives cf Warren. He graduated
nesday.
from Thomaston High School in
Consolation, Miss Alice Short. The
attendance prize was won by Mrs. 1879, the other member of the class
The Shakespeare Society will Carolyn Thompson.
being the late Dr. O. F. Cushing,
meet Monday night.* The last Act
and followed the sea fcr two years.
of “Love’s Labor Lest” will be read.
These
experiences before the mast
Mrs. Margaret Ames is visiting in
Miss Annie Frost Will present a Bcston and Providence and attend inspired the highly interesting
paper on “Schoolmasters of Shake ing the Spring Flower Show.
“Pardner” stories which he recently
speare's Time.” The hostess will
contributed to this paper.
be Miss Alice Erskine and the leadReturning to Thomaston, he en
PLEASANT POINT
Mrs Ella Gatcombe.
tered the employ of the Burgess,
Mrs Rupert Greenlaw and cousin
O'Brien Co., later Dunn — Elliot Co.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday of Portland were guests Sunday of retiring from business in 1927. In
night with Mrs. Brook Gregory, Mrs. Greenlaw’s parents, Mr. and 1836 he was married to Lizzie O.
Mrs. Alfred Orne.
Grove street.
Wilson of St. George, who.died after
Barlow Wetherbee has sold his
24 years of most happy union. One
Miss Louise Armstrong of Port house here and is residing in New daughter, Harriet, was bom to them.
land, State president of the Maine York.
In 1921 he married Lina Pendleton
R. E. Dunn spent several days in
Federation of Music Clubs, was in
Brown of Warren, whose death in
Rockland Wednesday, conferring Portland recently.
1922 was his second great bereave
with Miss Dorothy C. Lawry, presi- j Callers Sunday at the home of ment.
dent of the Rubinstein Club, and her I Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis were
Mr. Burgess united with the Bap
standing committees, for the State Mr. and Mrs. Harcld Robinson of tist Church at the age of 14, be
meeting to be held in Rockland in Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Homer came a deacon in 1888, and was
May. Miss Armstrong had attended Marshall.
church clerk for many years.
James Sevon and Kenneth Sevon,
the Schumann Music Club of Ban
Through all his life his true Chris
gor, dinner and special meeting the Jr., are recovering front German tian sipirit was an inspiration to
night before. Members of the local measles.
the ycung people of his church. He
Leon Chadwick passed Sunday
Committee lunched at Hotel Rock
was
a lifelong Democrat and had
with his aunt, Mrs. Laura Flinton
land.
served as town treasurer and mem
and Miss Eliza Cook.
ber of the school board. He was a
Clarence Wales is driving the
charter member of Arcana Lodge,
school bus this week for Lemuel Mil
TODAY AND SATURDAY
KP, and Mayflower Temple, PS.
ler while the latter's car is being
Shows 2.00, 6.15, 8.30
He took pride in the medal awarded
repaired.
him in 1935 as a 50-year member
Mrs. Addie Warren is ill.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S
of the Masonic order.
'Miss Patty Olson visited Sunday
He is survived by his daughter,
with Miss Doris Davis.
Mrs. Norman Wolf and three grand
Miss Lizzie Young let this week
sons.
A ter sa bona I toga from
for an indefinite visit in Connecti
By JOHN STEINBECK 2 O»b Cenfvry-Fox
In the death of Mr. Burgess
cut
with Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Ames.
> TALLULAH BANKHEAD william benoix
Thomaston mourns the passing of
She was accompanied by Alonzo
another well known citizen who had
SUNDAY. MONDAY, TUESDAY Seavey who wili return in a few added to the town’s lustre and fine
days.
reputation. Active in its business
affairs and prominent in its civic
Give generously to the Red Cross.
and church life, he had cccne down
through
the years bearing the ill
Spencer Foundation Garments
will
of
no
man, but liked and hon
individually designed supports for
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 235 ored by all who had come in contact
Broadway. Tel. 203-W.
19*22 with his genial and companionable
personality.
Funeral services were heud at the
Davis parlors Tuesday afternoon,
<409,
Rev Donald Perron, a former pas
I ROCKLAND
tor offered prayer and the sermon
TODAY-SATURDAY
was preached by Rev. H. W. Flagg.
The bearers were Arthur Elliot.
Richard O. Elliot, Charles Starrett
and Edward Newcombe.

PAR

jtuf (bww
WILLIAM BOYD

",
os

IRENE BELLE WINCAPAW.
ndshlp. deceased. First and
tint presented for allow-_
fred H Morton of Friend
ulstrator.
r-r
I IRENE BELLE WINCAl of Friendship, deceased,
r Distribution presented by
lorton of Friendship, Admr.
ROBERT E. PAYSON, late
id. deceased.
First and
unt presented for allowrlton B. Payson, Admr.
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Hopolong Cassidy

Chap. 9 “MASKED MARVEL"
SHORTS
LATEST NEWS
SUNDAY-MONDAY

w»
DENNIS

1

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
second floor. 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
&tf

i

JOAN DAVIS, JOHN HUBBARD

o.r.ct.d t>, ROBERT FLOREY
B«s«d Upon a Play by Lawrenet Schwab
Otto Hirbich. Oscar Hammarstam ?nd.
S'gmund Rombtrg and Frank Mandat

“BEAUTIFUL

fa iMovie,/

RUNAWAYS FROM HOME
ANO DISCIPLINE..,CRIME-1
REDDEN YOUTH RA6IN6 IN
.DEFIANCE OF ALL LAW!

Tommy Lad,
Margetson
Charles W. Wilson, baritone
Valse from the Suite for two pianos.
Arensky
Miss Paulsen, Miss Marjorie Cushing
pianists
Excerpts from The Redemption.
Gounod
Lovely Appear

Choral Society with descant by
Junior Choir
Aria—Ye Mountains
Miss Simmons
America the Beautiful with audience,
Mrs. Grace M. Strout, Director
Mrs. Faith O. Berry and
Miss Verna Robinson, accompanists

ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson,
daughter Jean and Gloria and Faylene Engstrom, accompanied by Mr.
8nd Mrs. Winfield Havener of the
village, spent the weekend with rel
atives in Sangerville.
Mrs. Clyde Dearborn has had her
mother as guest for a few days.
Pfc. Jasper Storer of Staten
Island, N. Y., has been calling on
friends while at home on furlough.
Donald H. Achorn, U S.N. has re
turned to Sampson, N. Y., after a
leave spent at his home here. Mr.
Achorn alsb visited his uncle, Leon
Achorn in Belmont, Mass., before
returning.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holbrook
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Simmons
of Bath were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Borneman.
(Mr. and Mrs. James Hall have
returned to Tenant’s Harbor.
Mr. and.Mrs. Roland Walter and
sen Robert of Portland were over
night guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard York.
Miss Beatrice Elwell of Warren
visited Sunday with Miss Elizabeth
Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs W. A. Jackson have
received word of the safe arrival
of their son, Ralph, somewhere
overseas.
Mrs. Henry Meyer of Dorchester,
Mass., who has a Summer heme
here, is visiting her daughter Mrs.
J. H. Damon at the village
Kenneth S. Elwell, Jr., of Noble
boro was a caller here Thursday.

GIVE MORE IN *44
TO THE RED CROSS

SATURDAY
TWO GRAND PICTURES

“G1LDERSLEEVE
ON BROADWAY”
with

“GHOST THAT
If yon suffer MONTHLY >

*

WALKS ALONE”

FEMALE PAIN

SUNDAY-MONDAY'

“A LADY

You who suffer such pain with tired,
nervous Irritable blue feelings—due
to functional monthly disturbances
— should try Lydia E. Plnkham’s
Vegetable Compound to relieve such
symptoms. Here’s a product that
hxlts natvu. It la also a fine sto

Takes a chance”

machic tonic! Follow label direc
tions Worth trying.

t)i GALE PACE

SHORTS

NEWS

ALWAYS THE BEST

Our Big Cash Night $350.

HAROLD PEARY
BILLIE BURKE
Also
ARTHUR LAKE
JANIS CARTER

ROCKLAND

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S ’Eon“L‘

Raymond K. Greene, baritone;
Miss Margaret Simmons, soprano
Theme from First Concerto,
Tschatkowski
Richard Butler, plantet
Cesu Bambino.
Yon
Junior Choir
Warren Whitney (aged 9 soloist
A la blen aimee.
Schutt
Miss Orace Paulsen, pianist
Beautiful Savior—12th Century oc
tette arrangement by
Christiansen
Choral Society and Junior Choir
The King of the Wind Am I. Sanford
Calm As the Night,
Bohm

Three Crow Brand

BUT BROKE”

O«S*Xa

r

Scott

TODAY

BRUCE CABOT GENE LOCKHART

DISNEY CARTOON
o
' -o
Sunday.
3.00, 4.45, 6.45, 8.15
Mcnday-Tuesday 2.00. 6.30, 8.30

Choral Society
Soloists:

Buv War Bonds and Stamms

MORGAN-MANNING

NEW’S

Father in. Thy Mysterious Presence,

Ria'.AiHrYHiM'LtCiy-M;!!

I8ENE_ _

stampsEIE bonds In Lobby

The Rubinstein Club was a guest
Friday night of the Thomaston
Baptist Choral Society in Thcmas
ton. A delightful program was
presented by the senior and' junior
choirs and soloists.
The voices which comprised the
chcral group were: Mrs. Leona
Siarretf, Mrs. Katherine Veazie,
Misses Margaret Simmons. Nellie
Tibbetts. Grace Paulsen, Joanne
Vinal, Hcpe Paulsen, Dr. H. W.
Flagg, Ed*ward A. Oxton. Edward
B. Newcombe, Raymond K. Greene,
Alfred M. Strout, William J. White.
The youthful voices of the junior
choir were: Joan Young, Charlene
Spaulding, Audrey Young, Louise
Spear, Diane Sawyer, Warren
Whitney, Carl Morse, Theodore
Strong, Edward McLellafi, Donald
Paulsen, Sumner Ward'.
Well appointed babies were scat
tered over the vestry, the centerpiecs being of jonquils, statis and
pussy willows, and presided over
by Mrs. H W. F.agg, Mrs. Starrett.
Mrs. Veazie. Miss Simmons and
Miss Tibbetts. . Those assisting
were Misses Paulsen and Vinal and
the junior chcir. A committee on
preparations comprised Mrs. H. H
Newbert, Mrs. Willis J. Spear and
Charles M. Starrett.
The program was;

Starring
Jean Arthur. Charles W’innlnger,
John Wayne
LATEST JiSM’S EVENTS

EXTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
TOP QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

Sold by All Independent
Retailers

Distributed by

JOHN BIRD CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
________ ^aaeu

4 Residents of South Thomas
ton Attend ‘‘Open House”
At Maynard Jackson’s
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Jackson
obeerved their silver wedding anni
versary Tuesdaj’ with open house
from 7 to 10 at their home in South
By K. S. F.
Thcmaston.
The “bride" cf 25 years was beau
British spiders have made great tifully gowned in blue Chiffon witih
contributions to the war. The very brilliant clips and wore a corsage of
best spider web is for precision led roses. Her matron of honor,
sighting instruments.
Mr?. Parker Jackson, was attrac
• • • •
tively gowned in aqua
taffeta
Saccharine, an organic chemical tr mmed with black velvet, and she
without fcod value, costs normally also wore a corsage of red Toses.
about $150 a pound. The sweeten
Attended by Mr. and Mi’s. Parker
ing power cf a pound is equivalent, Jackson, the “bridal couple ’ stood
however, to about $27.50 worth of i under a bower of national colors
sugar.
and there renewed their marriage
• • • •
vows, IRcv. Ernest Smith officiating.
That exceptionally well informed Preceding the ceremony. Mrs. Wil
writer in the New York Herald liam Clements, accompanied by
Tribune,
Clementine Paddlelord, Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, sang in an
gives a lot cf space to black bean impressive manner, “I Love You
soup, and well she may. The possi Truly.”
bilities in a can of this
More than 50 guests, neighbors,
« delicious
soup are many. As she explains, the friends and relatives were present
really best way to dress it up for a to pay tribute to »the devoted
rather full meal in itself is to have couple. A beautiful wedding cake
one slice ctf lemon in each plate with adorned the table and centerpieces
hard boiled eggs shredded all over of roses and jonquils were among
the top of the plate. This gives it the floral decorations. The "bride
a real party look and whets the de and bridi-groom" were recipients of
sire for more and more. Adven beautiful silver and a large sum of
tures are possible with other meth money.
ods ctf procedure, a bit of sherry for
Punch and fancy crackers were
flavor, or celery salt, a ts clove of served by the young friends of their
garlic. Again for a change, add a daughter, Miss Geraldine Jackson.
tablespoon of peanut butter well The evening was spent in song and
thinned"*out with milk to the dish renewing old ties of friendship.
and a bit cf whipped cream in blobs "Auld Lang Syne” was sung at the
over the top cf each dish. Take close of the social function and
your choice, or better, try each friends departed w’ishing Mr. and
method until you find your long iMis. Jackson 25 mcre years of good
wished for soup.
luck, health and happiness.
• • • •
Guests were from Rcckland, ScarFather: “I received a note from boro, Owl’s Head, Thomaston,
your teacher today, Willie.”
Spruce Head and Waldcboro.
Willie: “Is that so, Dad? I’ll never
(Contributed).
tell.”
• • • •
GROSS NECK
Because she built a ship model as
Charles
Genthner was a visitor
a decoration for her desk some time
the
past
week
in Rockland.
ago, Miss Julian Mesic who studied
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elroy H. Gross and
architecture a bit, heads the ship
son
Elroy
of
Dover-Foxcroft
were
model making department of the
Richmond, California shipyards. weekend guests at William Gross’.
Working in the mcdel left at the Mr. Gross and son returned Mon
yard, three of the Kaiser company. day, leaving Mrs. Gros5 for a lew
Miss Mesic turns out ship after days’ visit.
William Mank and grandson cf
ship in miniature, a vital ship in
the regular construction of this West Waldoboro and Edgar Wallace
of Dutch Neck were callers Sunday
yard’s production.
♦ • • •
at Melvin Genthner’s.
Narcotics to the value of $50,000
William Gorss has been ill and
have been stolen in the last few wias attended by Dr. Randolph.
months from drug stores.
Why
Clarence Richards of Friendship
couldn’t these drug stores keep was a visitor Sunday at Melvin
these narcotics under lock and key Genthner’s.
There should be a law to that ef
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano and
fect.
Mrs. Charles Collamore cf Friend
• • • •
ship were callers Sunday at Willis
You may not realize it, but tne
Genthner’s.
average span cf life is now four
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
years greater than it was 50 years cf East Waldoboro, Edgar Wallace,
ago.
Eben Wallace and Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
William Winchenbach of Dutch
One of the oldest clocks In the Neck visited Sunday at the home of
world is in the clock tower of<
William Gross.
Venice, Where it has been ticking
since 1496.
• • • •
Mrs. Alfreda Wentworth of Wal
doboro is one of the first women
employed at the Bath Iron Works
to win a cash prize from the labor
management production committee.
She suggested a simple mop which
can be made by clean up girls and
which makes work easier.
• • ♦ *

London—Beatrix Pottei, author of
the tales of Peter Rabbit, has left
about 4,000 acres of 'beautiful Lake
land in Westmoreland to the Na
tional Trust in Britain. Included
with various farms, woods and cot
tages, is Troutbeck sheep farm at
the top of the beautiful Troutbeck
Valley. It is hoped that Hill Top
Farm House, where Miss Potter
(Mrs. Heels) lived and wrote, may
be made into a permanent memorial
to her. Tlie Peter Rabbit stories
began in 1893 when she was writing
letters to an invalid boy in Lon- ,
don. She published the story as
“The Tale of Peter Rabbit.” It has
been translated into five languages
and is enjoyed by “children" cf all
ages.
• • • •
The Thompson Lake region ln
Maine is familiar with one-time
Henry M. Flagler Summer home in
terests there, and Maine people are
interested in the fact that this rail
road magnate’s Palm Beach man
sion is now a hotel annex.
Its
grandeur is intact, with a music
room with that is said to have the
largest pipe organ in any private
home in the country; an Italian
renaissance library, a billard room
in Swiss style; a banquet hall in
French; and a ballroom faced with
mirrors and adorned with crystal
and hung with silk damask.
• • • •
Members r»r the United States
armed Ifo.'Cj new probably own,
more life insuranoe than all the rest
of the world’s people.
» • • •

Bayonet and guns are feeble as
compared with 4he power of jdeae
said Wendall WilUcie.

Sgt. Howard Edwards

Mrs. Bertha M. Hussey announces
the engagement of her daughter,
Vivian Charlotte, to Sgt. Howard [
Edwards.
Miss Hussey, daughter of Mrs.
Bertha M. and the late Robert W.
Hussey, graduated from Rockland
High School in the class of ’43 and
since then has been employed by

Vivian C. Hussey

Edwards & Co.

Sgt. Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin R. Edwards, graduated from
Rockland High School in the class
of ’42. Before enlisting in the Army
in February, 1943, he was employed
by Edwards & Co.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.

MRS. IDA BRASIER
Mrs. Ida Brasier, widow cf
Daniel Brasier, died March 9 at the
Thomaston Recalls HOW j home of her daughter, Mrs. Ethel
where she had made her
Painter Bought Property 1I Cclbum
heme for the last nine years. Mrs.
In That Town
Brasier was bom in Cushing Feb.
4. 1862, daughter of Robert and
Ettore Caser. the Italian-Ameri- j Mary (Young) Vose.
can painter was found dead-—and j Always a kind neighbor and depenniless—in his little New York | voted mother and’ grandmother, she
studio last Saturday. He was a j will be sadly missed by all who
modest little man, but he was a j knew and loved her. Besides her
great and original painter.
| daughter she is survived by two
Caser had been one cf a group of sons, Maurice and Stanley Brayoung painters in Venice who were sier; three grandthildren, Maurice,
striving to recover the lost tech- Jr... Frederick and Dorethy Brasier
nique of the Bellinis and Titaire of ! and two great grandchildren,
16th century Venice. There was Deanna and Kenneth Brasier. all of
something musical and romantic in Thomaston.
most of his paintings, and a very j The floral tributes were beautldistinct cclcr harmony.
* fui and many, which proved a host
When the first World War broke of friends. Services were held
out he returned to his native Italy, from her home, 65 Ncrth Main
entered the Army ’and got the street, Rcckland, Rev. J. Charles
Italian War Cross for distinguished MacDonald officiating. Interment
service. After the war, he returned will be in the Village Cemetery in
to America andi took a studio in Thcmaston.
’Heme at l'st and over yonder
New York City.
Jusit within the pearly gates
fcr* the loved ones coming
He was elected an Asscciate of Watching
Now that sainted mother waits
the National Academy, after having When we tco shall cross the river
on earth no longer roam
painted murals for New York, Chi And
May we al! ufitte together
cago and Tcledo. These were among Safe at last ln that bright home."
(Contributed)
the last murals that were painted *
during the WPA'period1.
He was never very happy in New
GRANGE CORNER
York—tco much rush and excite
Z*.
ment for cne cf his studious tem
perament. He never pushed his own
News Items from all of the P»trofib of Hujtbandry are welcomed
wares. He wanted his paintings to
here.
“speak’’ for themselves. That is
not the New York way. He was
Hcpe Grange will hold a supper
always a student—and a martyr to
at its next meeting, Monday. De
his art.
gree work and a fine program are
He was found dead in front of
scheduled.
his e^sel in the little studio apart
ment at 1947 Broadway. The studio
was filled with unsold paintings. As
has been said, he died penniless.
The above item, written by A. J
Philpott, art critic for the Bcston
Globe, has particular interest for
Thomaston people who recall that
Ettcre Caser several years ago pur
chased the Austin Farrand home
stead' on Gleason street which is
TAN CALF
now owned and occupied by Ralph
SPECTATC'RS
H. Pease. His intention at the
time, it was understood, was to
make the barn into a studio and
perhaps establish a Summer art

EttoA Caser Dead

SPRING
FOOT NOTES

school.

These plans did not materialize
and he never resided1 in the house.
Buy War Bonds and Stamns

Wot ton’s

Walk-Over Grade, $7.95
Niseley Grade,
$6.00
In All Widths

BLACK
CALF

Pre-Easter Showing of

HUMMING BIRD
and

NU-MAID
G -;

HOSIERY

HUMMING BIRD, 45 gauge, at per pair .... $1.08
(with the new Archflow foot, for longer wear and
better fit. Exclusive with Humming Birdf

NU-MAID, extra long leg, at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.01
NU-MAID, outsize, up to size 11, at.. .. .. .. .
1.15
NU-MAID, mesh, at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1.16
NU-MAID, very sheer, 51 gauge, at.. .. .. .. .. 1.15
NU-MAID, irregulars, 42 gauge.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 76
NU-MAID, irregulars, mesh.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 99
NU-MAID, irregulars, 45 gauge.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 82

Air Steps,
Niseley,

$6.50
$6.00

Children’s Shoes

$1.98, $2.50, $4.95
Another ration stamp will be
good beginning May 1.

Airplane stamp No. 1 wiU con
tinue indefinitely.
Stamp 18 in Book One is good
until April 30.

All Spring and Summer Shades
Plenty of Hosiery For All!

BUY NOW FOR EASTER!

SHOE STORE

schools destroyed or damaged se speaker said. Production of pota
toes had been increased during the
riously.
“Nazi bombers built up more than war but the production oi hegs. Ibeef
President Hauck, U .of M., they destroyed,” Dr. Hauck declared, and other meats, and eggs was de
Tells Of Trip To England referring to the high morale and cidedly down.
fighting spirit of the people of Brit
Six million acres of land had been
In War Time
ain. He gained the impression that, added to the productive area, and
Dr Arthur A. Hauck, president of “Material things do not count as there was a land army of some 100,him: and without him was not any
' much as we thought.” In a visit to 000 women workers, groups working
thing made that was made” (John the University of Maine, was speaker
much bombed Dover, he talked with even ln lumber mitts, handling the
at the March meeting of the Baptist
1:1, 3).
a farmer, plowing around large deep heavy material. He spoke otf the
• * • •
Men’s League last night.
holes made by the bombers, who large numbers of men and women of
Sunday at Littlefield Memorial
Dr. Hbuck, always welcome as a seemed to stress, more than the up the United States In uniforms on
Baptist Church, the pastor. Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller, will use as speaker in Rcekland, told of his im set earth, the prevalence of “cussed London streets, and said, “We can
• be very proud of our men and wom
his topic for the service at 1050, pressions otf Ireland .England and cut-worms.”
Visits
to
scnools
brought
out
tne
' en in the service.”
“An Adequate Christ.”
Special Wales, when on a trip to the Brlt- i
fact
that
the
youngsters
were
j “Vice President Everett S. Blethen
music will include a selection by the 1 ish Isles last Summer to study edu
' “healthy, happy and pretty much ; conducted the meeting, ln the ill
choir . Sunday school with classes cational conditions.
for all ages follows at 11.45. /ft 6 , Dr. Hauck made the trip by clip normal.” Dr. Hauck said that pro- j ness enforced absence of Raymond
o’cock the Young People’s meeting per, landing in Southern Ireland. duction of food in the isles had been D. Bowden, president. Following Dr.
with Katherine Young and Lois His several contacts in that country, increased so that home grown food Hauck’s talk there was an interest
Clark as leaders. The pastor will now much ln the news, was of a would feed, according to statisti ing openforum. The speaker was
speak on “A Wondrous Transforma meet cordial nature. He said that cians, the people from Sunday introduced by Joseph E Blaisdell.
tion” at 7.15, and the Young Peo i during the bombinng of London, up through Thursday, whereas before
The guests included Samuel Seples choir will sing. The World- to that time, 1,150.000 homes had the war, the home grown food would zak, assistant faculty manager of
Wide Guild meets in the vestry Mon been destroyed or partly damaged, only cover the needs from Sunday athletics at the University of Maine,
day night. Mid-week prayer and and that churches and church prop through/ Tuesday noonday meal. j who accompanied Dr. Hauck to
praise service Tuesday night at 7.30. erty meeting the same fate totaled ■ “Every child under six years of age Rockland; J. Arthur Blackman,
Wednesday night the Ladies’ Aid some 13,000, while there were 1.400 has a ^>int of milk each day,” the Waiter C. Ladd, Arthur H. Robinson,
meets with Mlrs. Clarence Dorman,
Warren street.
• • • •
At the Universalist Church Sun
day morning worship is at 10.40 with
Dr. Lowe preaching on “The Dig
nity and) Worth of Ma^.” Soloist,
Miss Lotte McLaughlin. Parents
of children of pre-school age, will
lejoice to know our splendid nur
sery department, meeting in the
children's rcom, during the service
of worship, will begin holding
regular sessions this coming Sun
day. The department is under the
direction of Mrs. Constance Daniels
assisted by Mrs. Neva Wiggin. All
other departments of the Church
School will meet in he vestry at
neon. Thursday at 7.30 p. m. the
Quiet Hour service in the ve6try
with the minister speaking on “The
Mind of Christ."
• • • •
“A Victory of Faith Over Sight”
will be the ubject cf the pastor’s
sermon at Pratt Memorial Metho
dist Church at 10.45 a. m. Sunday
morning. The Church School will
meet at poon. Youth Fellowship
will meet at 6 o’clock. The pastor
will preach at 7 o’clock. The Boy
Scouts meet on Monday at 7.30.
GLORIOUS ARRAY OF
Following the Prayer meeting on
Tuesday there will be a choir re
hearsal.
SCOn SUPER-BILT FUR COATS
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church, Mave
rick Square, services Sunday will be
MINK BLEND MUSKRATS - *
as usual: Church school at 2.30; aft
ernoon workship service at 3. and
SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS
Young People’s meeting at 6.30, fol
SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS
lowed by the evening evangelistic
service at 7.33. Rev. Curtis Stan
NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
ley will preach.

U RCH ES
SERMONETTE

A LENTEN MEDITATION
This has been a long cold
Winter. There is a strange
analogy between the climate
and these Lenten days. Lent
is always a sober, almost som
ber period, calling for per
sonal sacrifice and denial; bu.t
aV the same time, it is time of
preparation for the brighter and
more Joyous dlays ahead.
These last of Winter days,
with snow and ice still on the
ground, are busy days of prepa
ration for farmers; they know
Spring is close at hand. The
church accepts the obligations
of Lent yet looks eagerly toward
Easter The trains run close to
the great farms of Cumberland,
Yarmouth and Pownal and the
traveler notes the heavy farm
trucks depositing great heaps of
manure on ground plowed late
in the Fall, or to be at hand on
sunny slopes, when nature calls
for its enriching power.
It is yet too early for robins
and bluebirds, nevertheless trees
indicate that the sap is running
and the brooks are wearing the
look of 'Springtime. On March
l'l my neighbor's yellow crocus
was in full bloom with many
snowdrops keeping company and
telling all and! sundry, ‘Spring
is here.” Farmers and school
boys know the Ides of March
but they are not thinking of as
sassination, but of drying winds
and flying kites.
If you are keen of eye you will
see in the streets glass agates
that slipped away from .the
school boy. The March winds
still hold some cf the sting of
Winter and for older folk the
March hill is hard to climb.
Scon the days of ashes will
pass and the churches and the
countryside will burst into the
glory of the Eastertide. All will
be better for these doys of
meditation, preparation
and
prayer.
Aye! very soon, hearts will
beat in unison with the return
ing song birds. “Joy to the
world! the Lord is come; Let
eaith receive her king; while
fields and flcodis, rocks, hills and
plains, repeat the sounding joy,
and wonders of His Love ”
William A. Holman

WHAT Witt 16E

Baptist Men’s League

CUTLER’S

TUESDAY,

“Life Eternal—The Judgments
of God” will be the subject of the
fourth Lenten sermon of a series
on "The Great Themes of The
Christian Faith” being delivered
by Rev. Roy A. Welker, pastor, in
the Congregational Church. • The
services are held at 1045 a. m.
Church School sess.ons are at 10
a. m. and 10 46 a. m. The Com
rades of The Way will meet in the
Chapter rooms at 6.30 p. m. The
guest speaker will be Miss Marion
Ludwick cf the High School fac
ulty. The next Circle Supper will
be held March 22 at 6.15 p. m. Mrs
Bernice Havener will be chairman.

• • • •

At St. Peter, St. John and St.
George (United) Episcopal Parish)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for Mid-Lent Sunday will be: Holy
Ccmmunlon at St John’s, 8 a. m.;
Parish Mass at St. Peter's, 9.30
and Church School. 10.46; Vespers,
(St. George's,'Long, Cove) 4 p. m.;
Short Retreat for young people of
the parish at 7 to 9 p. m.

UNION
An old fashioned dance wiil be
held at Town hall Saturday, under
auspices of O.E.S. Circle.
Subscribe

LISTENING TO SAMMY

over WGAN

OF COURSE*

Killed in Car Crash

William Sack, a former resident Women who suffer SIMPLE^
of this town, was one of four em
ployees of Grumman’s, Freeport, N.
Y., who met their death when the
car in which they were riding was If lack of blood-iron makes you pale,
weak, "dragged out’’—try Lydia Plnk
recently struck by a train at a grade ham's TABLETS — one of the best
crossing.
•
home ways to help build up red blood
Mr. Sack was a native of Ger to get more strength and energy — in
many, but came to this country in such cases. Follow label directions.
his youth. Except for one year Lydia Pinkham’s VM0MVS

Rockland

fc
&

BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS
DYED SKUNKS

sh

SKUNK-DYED OPOSSUMS
NATURAL ASSEMBLED GREY PERSIANS

/'•

GREY DYED BOMBAY LAMBS

/

L

/

/
SEAL DYED CONEYS

BEAVER DYED CONEYS
BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

NATURAL SQUIRRELS
PLATINUM DYED NATURAL FOXES

SILVER DYED FOX GREATCOATS

FREE STORAGE!
Until Fall On Any '
SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR

$

COAT Purchased Now!

REMEMBER!

Deposit is all you

$5

need for that
Glorious SCOTT

SUPER-BILT Fur Coat!

Today the eyes of the people are looking into the
future, preparing today for tomorrbw.
That’s why smart
women are looking to SCOTT FURRIERS. They know that
they can put their trust into SCOTT Furs, for SCOTT Furs

are famous for their quality, endurance and advanced styl
ing. Put your trust into a SCOTT SUPER-BILT Fur Coat
today and be prepared for tomorrow.

NEW SPRING FURS
Genuine Silver Fox Pairs.. .. .. .. .. .. . .... $99 and up a pair
Sable Dyed Giant Russian Twin Squirrels, $12.95 per skin
Natural Mink Scarfs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $14.95 and up per skin
Silver Fox Tail Capes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $14.95 and up
Genuine Silver Fox Jackets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $199 and up

TRADE

IN

THAT OLD FUR COAT!
Broadway Matinoo—4:00 p.m.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
TOWARD A NEW ONE!

I lava a Mystery—7:00 p. m.

Tho Frank Sinatra Show
9:00 p.m.

ON YOUR
•DIAL

The past week has been quiet.
Mrs. R. T. ©terling has been ill
with a cold but Is much improved.
R. T. Sterling calls regularly on
Alfred Elden who has been ill for
months.
The' Hilts entertained Sunday
Miss Nannie Kinney and1 Mrs.
Lillian Brown of Portland.
Robert T. Sterling Jr. was guest
Sunday afternoon at the home of
his parents here.
March seems to ge marching
right along. Soon we shall be hard
at it with regular Spring cleaning
March is also a very popular word
these days when our boys are al)
marching into war. America is
proud of its boys and every time
they have to call in the Yanks in
order to win. Seems as if it’s about
time they fight their own battles
overseas.

March 21

NOW’S THE TIME TO

90U

PORTLAND HEAD

LET-OUT RACCOONS

43 on a vear

WEDNESOAY?

NIGHT

Mrs. Elvie Wooster as chairman. «

Pvt. Manley Fuller has been visit
ing his mother. Mrs. Agnes Fuller
and other relatives, while ori fur
lough from his military duties at
Camp Howse, Texas.
The Woman’s Society met Thurs
day with Mrs Harold Cobb to make
further plans about the annual
town meeting dinner.
Mrs. Dorothy Smitl) and sons Rob
ert and Maurice of Hallowell visited
their mother and grandmother,
Mrs. Minerva Packard, recently.
Mrs. W. D. Byers has returned
home from the Baker Memorial
Hospital in Bcston.

spent in this town, he had lived in
Freeport since 1928. He was emplcyed as a stationary engineer. Of
a quiet temperament his interest#
centered largely in his home and fa
his work. He was a kindly man. as
shown by the words of his landlady,
following his untimely death, She
said: “lie was going to chop kind
ling wood for me today. He was
always doing little favors like that
for people.”
Mr. Sock is survived by a widow,
Mrs. Elizabeth Sack, a son Frank,
and a daughter, Mrs. Katherine
Vortoeck, all of Freeport, and an
other daughter, Mrs. Helen Sieg
fried ctf Southampton, N. Y.

to The Courier-Gazette.

KAYE

WGAN
CCfl

was served by The Jolly Eight, with

SEARSMONT

One Day Only!

DOING AT 8 KM.

.. Stay tuned to

Jolui Robinson, Austin Joy and
Albert T. Adorns. Chicken supper

COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

This Sunday ac cne First Bap
tist Church ' prayer meetings will
be held at 10.15 for men in the
pastor's study and for women in
th vestry. In the morning serv
ice at 1030 the Pastor. 'Rev. J*
Charles MacDonald, will conclude
his messages on the Bible's peace
plans by speaking on “The Prince's
Peace Plan ” The Church School
will meet at noon with classes for
those of all ages. At 5 the Young
People’s Bible Class Will be he^d
:n the vestry, and at 6 the Chris
tian Endeavor Hour for all young
people will be led by Miss Charlotte
Cook The evening service at 7.15
Will be Church School Night with
the departments from the junior
department
up
attending
b.\
classes. The subject of Mr. Mac
Donald's sermon will be “The
Giant Killer.”
>
• • • •
“Matter" is the subject of the les
son sermon that will ibe read in all
Churches of Christ. Scientist, Sun
day. March 19. The Golden Text ls.
“Turn ye not unto idols, nor make
to yourselves molten gods: I am the
Lord your God” (Leviticus 19:4).
The citations from the Bible include
the following passages: “In the be
ginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God. and the Word
was God. All things were made by

DAY and

Tuesday-Friday'
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Groot Moments in Music
10K>0 p.m.

’MAINE'S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE*

Yes!

YOU MAY STILL ENJOY THE PLEASURES

OF THE SCOn UNIQUE

PAYMENT PLAN

$129
$179 $229
All Fur Prices Are Tax Included

Other Furs $79 to $799

r

